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WELCOME
Mystery Mondays began in June 2015 as a way to help authors promote books, but I soon
discovered I had access to a special group of people.
The participating authors contributed writing and publishing tips within their guest posts. One
day, this spring, I read through the posts and realized Mystery Mondays had turned into an
excellent source of advice.
This book is my gift to you for reading my blog, sharing the posts, and commenting on
topics you found interesting.
Throughout this book, you’ll find a mixture of American, British, and Canadian spelling,
grammar, and punctuation as there are contributing authors from all three countries. It’s amazing
to have international advice, and I decided not to makes changes just to keep the formatting
consistent. Who’s to say which is better? Certainly not me.
You will also notice I’ve left the Oxford comma as it was in the original posts. Some authors like
to use it, others don’t. Therefore, it’s not consistent throughout this book. I only corrected
obvious typos in the posts, but if I thought the author was writing a certain way for style, I left
the text alone.
I’ve structured the book into three parts, so the contributions are not in the same order as they
were posted throughout 2015 and 2016.

EARLY IN THE WRITING PROCESS
ABOUT GENRES
WRITING ADVICE

If you’re an author, your books have a hint of mystery, you enjoy sharing the work of others, and
you’d like to guest post on Mystery Mondays during the 2016-2017 season, send me an email at
KMStanleyWriter@gmail.com
In the spirit of sharing, I’ve included a link to each author’s website and a bio. I’m not the only
author who’d like to hear from you. The generous community of writers can support each other
in our common endeavor to write.
So read on and enjoy what these fabulous authors have to offer.

Chapter 1
Early in the Writing Process

Writing Goals
By Michael Phillips

Anytime I do a book-signing event one of the first questions I get is, “What is the toughest part
about being a writer?” Some would say finding an agent or a publisher. Others might say dealing
with all the rejections that go along with finding an agent or a publisher. But my usual response
is—formulating a plan and sticking to it no matter what. Doing this can make those other two
things much easier and achievable.
So what do I mean about a plan? Well, I mean setting achievable goals and attacking them one at
a time. One completed goal should lead to the next, and the next, and so on until you have a
complete manuscript in hand and a stop-them-in-the-aisle query to go along with it.
Before I break these goals down for you, let me mention a few things to help this process along.
First, you should treat your writing like a job. Our lives are crazy, but if you are serious about
writing you should carve out a time to write and try to stick to it. Some folks write an hour or so
early in the morning before the day really starts, others write at night after the family has gone to
bed. I write 8-10 hours one day a week.
Whether it’s one paragraph, three chapters, or just reference, I stay at it for 8-10 hours. One day a
week doesn’t sound like much, but I get a lot done in that one day. For example, my Ernie
Bisquets Mysteries are English cozies, so they are quirky and enjoyable to write, and I can
complete an 80k word manuscript in 6-8 months. The Auburn Notch Mysteries are a little darker
and have much more research involved, so an 84k+ manuscript may take up to a year. Whatever
your preference, stake your claim and stick to it.
Second, you really need to know your characters. Character mapping is incredibly important
and something you should invest time in before you get too far along in the process. Think of
this as filling out an on-line dating questionnaire, adding in as much detail as you can. This is
also a living document, so you can adjust as needed as your story progresses. I take this one step
further and map each character’s relationship with all the other characters. There are a number of
character mapping apps out there. I use one more suited to screenwriting because I like the
character-to-character relationship aspect.
Third, try working from an outline. Even if it is just a few sentences for each chapter
describing what’s going on, I find doing this helps me plan out the whole book and keep track of
what’s next.
Now, onto those goals.
First Goal: Write your story. I don’t mean labor over every word, or second guess the affect of
your foreshadowing, or wondering if your protagonist still has the same color hair in chapter
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seven as she does in chapter one, etc. What I mean is write your story. It’s a first draft. It’s going
to be short and it’s going to be terrible, but that’s ok. Just get the whole idea out of your head and
onto your laptop. Someone told me a long time ago that 90% of writers never get their work
published for one reason alone—they give up.
They get so bogged down in the details while they’re writing the first draft, or worrying if their
work is good enough, that they just give up. Some would see this as a daunting statistic, figuring
if 90% give up what chance do I have? If you’re like me, I figured I just eliminated 90% of my
competition. I was quite sure my writing skills were as good as or better than ½ of the remaining
10%, so I just got to work and finished writing my story. Check off Goal #1.
Second Goal: Walk away. Put the completed first draft aside for a month. This is important. You
need to look at the story with fresh eyes before you start the editing process, and the best way to
do that is to walk away from it. Spend this time researching potential agents/publishers for your
book. Get a complete list together, so when you’ve finished the book completely you’re ready to
start the query process. And do not start the query process until the book is polished. Check off
Goal #2.
Third Goal: The editing process. With a hot cup of whatever, you sit down and start back at the
beginning and read what you’ve written. Read through the whole story a few times making notes
along the way. This is the time when you take that rough first draft and turn it into a compelling
story. Define the characters, establish the conflict, and embellish the details. Add weight to your
writing.
My favorite part of this goal comes at the end of the second draft and I go back to the beginning
and start the “was” edit. This is the time to sift out the passiveness from the story and increase
the word count. Do a word search for “was” and start the edit. For example:
My original sentence: It was just after 4:30 when Promise returned to the office and found Hank
waiting for her.
The edited version: The long shadows of the cool, late afternoon stretched across the busy Main
Street leading Promise into her office, the very tip of the shadow resting beneath the tapping foot
of her deputy, Hank.
No “was” anymore, and you’ve done a little show don’t tell in the process. We’ve also gone
from 17 words to 34 words. It’s amazing what you can do with a single word when you try.
I’ve written a couple books requiring only 2 drafts, but three other books took a third and forth
until I was happy. Everyone is different; so take as long as you need to get it right.
Fourth Goal: Hire an editor. Most new writers don’t want to hear this one, but it is incredibly
important. Look at it as an investment in yourself and your work. Do a little research, find a
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reputable editor, and turn over the manuscript once you get to your final draft. For the few
hundred dollars it will cost you, the return on investment will be worth it. Together you will
polish the manuscript and get it ready for submission.
Fifth Goal: The Query. To some extent this is more important than the entire book. On one
8.5”x11” piece of paper you are going to dazzle an agent with your hook, and then draw them
into your story with a brief paragraph or two describing your characters and the conflict they’re
struggling with to reach the resolution.

WHO IS Michael Phillips?
Michael is a classically trained artist turned mystery writer. He has written three books in his
first series, The Ernie Bisquets Mysteries, and has released the first book in his Auburn Notch
Mystery series, Between Good and Evil.
When he’s not painting or writing Michael is an avid antique collector, filling his home—an
1894 Queen Ann Victorian he, his wife, and son are restoring—with antiques from around the
world. Michael also enjoys cooking, working in the garden, and playing in the yard with their
two rescues, Beau and Pup.
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RIDING THE NANOWRIMO TIGER
by M.H. Callway

I want to share with you my experiences doing last November’s National Novel Writing Month
or NaNoWriMo (2015).
My friend and fellow author, TO Poet, encouraged me to join him and his friends for this 50,000
word marathon adventure. He has ridden the NaNoWriMo tiger no less than six years running.
So I jumped in feet first with little – well, let’s be honest – no preparation!
What is National Novel Writing Month?
November is pretty dull so every year hundreds of thousands of authors around the globe try to
write 50,000 words to fill up the 30 days. Chris Baty and 21 of his writer friends came up with
the idea in San Francisco more than 15 years ago. Thanks to the internet, participation has since
gone viral. In 2015, writers located as far away as central Russia and Micronesia took part. No
restrictions, no writing experience necessary.
How did y’all keep going?
TO Poet set up a Facebook page for our team, the NaNoWriMo Misfits. He kept us inspired
with daily posts, and we logged on to report our progress. Peer pressure proved to be a
compelling motivator for me.
And coffee. Lots and lots of coffee. TO Poet’s coffee mugs rival goldfish bowls.
Why embark on this marathon?
Like most newly published authors, I’d spent the past 12 months promoting my debut novel,
Windigo Fire, through conferences, meet-ups, bookstores and libraries. On my own or with our
group, The Mesdames of Mayhem, I literally did hundreds of events. I needed to do get back to
work on the second novel in my Danny Bluestone series, Windigo Ice.
Not that my keyboard was idle. I managed to write a suspense novelette, “Glow Grass”, for the
Mesdames of Mayhem’s second anthology, 13 O’clock.
What plan / approach to use?
As a scientist and MBA-type, I knew that an overwhelmingly large project can be broken down
into incremental steps. That meant 1700 words over 30 days to reach the required 50,000 word
count. I did a couple of test runs to prove to myself that I could pull it off. November 1st dawned
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and I was off and writing!
How did NaNoWriMo go? Did you make 50,000 words?
I did indeed make the grade: 50,048 words to be exact. Here are the stats from my trusty Excel
spreadsheet: my daily output ranged between 1600 and 2200 words. On my last day, I wrote
3300 words just to get done – my record for the month! It’s “the barn door syndrome” familiar to
runners: we get a charge of life-saving energy when we spot the finish line.
What worked with NaNoWriMo?
For me, NaNoWriMo was a lifesaver. I refocused on writing and pushed aside life’s nagging
demands to make it a priority.
Meeting my daily word count meant turning off the editor in my head. I tend to be a deliberate,
measured writer so NaNo felt immensely freeing. I got to know my characters again,
resolved tricky plot problems, churned out fun action sequences and created an encounter
between Danny and Santa, the escaped villain from Windigo Fire that was a joy to write. I now
have several ideas for the core theme(s) and a goodly chunk of words to draw on – or to store for
Books 3 and 4.
What challenges remain?
After the freedom of NaNo, the hard work really begins, the tough thinking especially. I had to
put my “plotter” hard hat back on while surrendering my “pantser” plumage with a sigh. I
reviewed the 50,000 words I wrote and organized everything into a plot-logical order.
Right now I’m developing the details of the crime at the heart of Windigo Ice. And fleshing out
the villain who made his first ghostly appearance to me during NaNo.
A thriller runs 80,000 to 100,000 words so even if all my 50,000 words were useable, I’d only be
halfway there. That’s the keyword: useable. Editing is the next big step so in February, we NaNo
Misfits are will be supporting each other during our Edit Month.
Would you recommend NaNoWriMo to other authors?
Most definitely! I’m pumped about Windigo Ice and can’t wait to finish writing Danny’s winter
adventures. It’s a great way to get refocused on writing and to bond with fellow authors.
In an ideal world, I’d recommend having one’s plot meticulously laid out so that one’s first draft
would be done by the end of November. But no matter, anyone who participates will be infinitely
farther ahead than sitting around worrying about finding time to write.
WHO IS M.H. Callway?
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M. H. Callway’s critically acclaimed debut novel, Windigo Fire (Seraphim Editions) was shortlisted for the 2015 Arthur Ellis Award for Best First Novel. Under different titles, it was
nominated for both the Unhanged Arthur and the Debut Dagger Awards. Margaret Cannon of
The Globe and Mail called her “a writer to watch”.
Madeleine’s crime fiction stories, many of which have won or been short-listed for major
awards, have appeared in anthologies and magazines. Most recently, her speculative fiction
story, “The Ultimate Mystery” in World Enough and Crime (Carrick Publishing), was a 2015
Derringer finalist.
Madeleine blogs regularly about the weird things she encounters and about the wonderful people
in her life. Visit her at www.mhcallway.com.
In 2013, she founded the Mesdames of Mayhem, a group of 15 established Canadian women
crime writers. Two anthologies showcase their work: Thirteen and 13 O’clock. Stories in
Thirteen were finalists for the Arthur Ellis and Derringer awards. Learn more about the
Mesdames at www.mesdamesofmayhem.com
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When Dreams Become A Reality
By R.J. Harlick

Today I thought I would address a question I am often asked by readers. At what point did I
know I wanted to be a writer?
Though some of my confrères knew at a very young age, for me it was a more gradual
transformation. There was no lightning bolt moment when I shouted, “Yes, I want to be a
writer.” I more or less slid into it, starting where most writers start, as a reader.
As a child, I devoured books, in particular mysteries beginning with Nancy Drew and the Hardy
Boys, eventually graduating to Agatha Christie, Sherlock Holmes, Dorothy Sayers, Raymond
Chandler, Nero Wolf and the like. Sometimes I thought it would be fun to write one of these
myself.
I even tried writing a mystery for a grade seven English class. But I blush at the memory. I’m
afraid this first attempt was far too long and, I hate to say it, far too boring. Nonetheless I kept
this idea of writing a mystery buried in the far reaches of my mind.
Though I loved reading, English was never my favourite subject in high school. I found the
piecemeal taking apart of a story would destroy the magical hold it had over me. But I loved the
creative writing part of English classes. I’d spend many an hour on class assignments making the
stories swirling around my head come alive with words. Needless to say many had a mystery
angle to them.
In university, I continued to enjoy playing with words. I excelled at making essays sound as if I
knew something about the topics about which I was writing, when I didn’t. Studying wasn’t one
of my strengths. Perhaps this is where my penchant for creative writing started.
I also continued to read voraciously branching out into the world of the greats. Though I thought
it might be fun to become a writer, like Ernest Hemingway or Somerset Maugham, I didn’t treat
it seriously. I didn’t really think I had it in me.
This enjoyment for words continued on into my work life as an information technology
consultant. I invariably preferred the writing part of my job to other aspects. But it was business
writing; letters, proposals and reports. Nonetheless I continued to harbour the dream of being
ensconced somewhere bucolic penning the next great Canadian novel, or should I say mystery.
To satisfy my need to write, I started recording my time spent at my log cabin in a journal.
Finally, one day after reaching a significant birthday, I decided it was time to find out if I could
become the fiction writer in the bucolic setting of my dreams. The setting was easy. I was
already sitting in it; the screened-in porch of my log cabin overlooking the surrounding forests.
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And so I set out to write what would eventually be published as my first Meg Harris mystery,
Death’s Golden Whisper.
My first goal was to see if I could write a novel. Up till then, none of my business writing had
approached the one hundred thousand word length of a typical novel. The next goal was to
determine if I could write fiction, for I quickly discovered fiction writing was a totally different
animal from business writing.
As I marched along this new adventure, scene after scene, chapter after chapter, toward the
climactic end, I realized I really, really enjoyed it. I decided writing was what I wanted to do for
the rest of my life. The third goal, of course, was to see if I could get it published. But this is a
story best left for another day. Let’s just say it was a long haul with many disheartening
rejections.
Seven books and the odd short story later I am still having fun. I’m in the midst of continuing my
adventure with Meg. I’m midway through the writing of the eighth Meg Harris mystery. Though
I do have a title, I’m not quite ready to share it, in case I change my mind. But I will tell you that
the colour for this book is purple and it will be set in the Northwest Territories.

WHO IS R.J. Harlick?
RJ Harlick is an escapee from the high tech jungle. After working for over twenty-five years in
the computer industry, first for major computer corporations such as IBM and DMR Group, then
with her own management consultancy practice, she decided that pursuing killers by pen would
be more fun than chasing the elusive computer bug.
Originally from Toronto, R.J., along with her husband, Jim, and their standard poodles, Sterling
and Miss Molly, now bides her time between her home in Ottawa and log cabin in West Quebec.
A lover of the outdoors, she spends much of her time roaming the forests of the Outaouais.
Because of this love for the untamed wilds, she decided that she would bring its seductive allure
alive in her writings. This she has done in her Meg Harris mystery series, where the wilderness
setting plays almost as large a role as the main character, Meg Harris.
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My Secret Remedy for Writer’s Block
by Laurence St. John

For writers or even kids in school working on an essay or any other writing assignment – I’m
sure at least one point in time while writing or in school you have had writers block. I did –
several times when I began by writing career.
When I was in school, teachers told me to keep writing/typing stuff no matter if it made sense or
not. The purpose behind it was to keep my mind active. After a few minutes or even longer for
some, something I wrote would spark an idea to get me back on track on what I was originally
writing.
Early in my writing career it was recommended to me that I should walk away from my work
and take a break. However, I didn’t do what I was told – sshh, don’t tell.
My secret…
First of all, I don’t have time to walk away from my work when I know I have a personal
deadline to attain. Therefore what I do for writers block is to metaphorically kill two birds with
one stone. I will run on my treadmill for a few minutes to get my heart rate up.
Or instead of running I will perform sit-ups and push-ups. This gets my blood flowing as well as
my mind. From what I have read, exercise triggers a kind of chain reaction beginning with the
release of chemicals that stimulate increased blood flow, which in turn causes the brain to
perform more efficiently in numerous ways.
Exercise is my remedy for writer’s block.
WHO IS Laurence St. John?
Laurence A. St. John was born on January 11, 1965 in Toledo Ohio. Laurence has one older
brother and two younger sisters. Laurence along with his parents, brother and sisters moved once
while growing up to Genoa Ohio, just south of Toledo. While attending Genoa Area schools, he
was active in track, football and baseball. Later, after he graduated from Genoa High School
(Comets) in 1983, he worked for a few manufacturing companies.
At the age of 23 and after three years of dedication, hard work and sweat, in 1988, Laurence
received his first-degree black belt (Shodan) in Tae Kwon Do. This gave him the self-confidence
and perseverance needed to surmount anything that came his way.
When Laurence was 25 years old he fell in love then married the love of his life, Julie in 1990.
He then adopted her two young wonderful children Joe and Jan shortly after.
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Out of high school for nearly fifteen years and after persuaded by his former manager, Laurence
attended Owens State Community College where he obtained an Associates Degree in
Microcomputer Business Systems while working full-time. In addition to computer classes, he
enjoyed composition classes where he could free his mind and write what he wanted.
While working in the steel processing business for almost fifteen years, Laurence’s place of
employment changed hands, for the third time in 2006; fighting for his job, again. In the same
year his first granddaughter, Kendall, “Papa’s Angel” was born. He described this as one of the
most uplifting moments of his life. In addition, it was during this time when his emotions were
running wild; he became inspired as well as determined to write his penned-up thoughts on
paper.
Nearly four years later, he had completed his first middle grade/teen fantasy/sci-fi novel,
Metatron: The Angel Has Risen. In addition his second novel, Metatron: The Mystical Blade was
published in August 2014. The next Metatron novels in the series are projected to be published in
2016 and 2018.
Laurence currently lives in Northwood Ohio with his wife of 26 years, Julie. His son Joe is
married to Cari and they have three daughters, Kendall, Sadie and Harper. His daughter Jan is
married to Andrew and they have a son Eli and a daughter Evelyn. Laurence currently holds the
position of Administrations Manager at Precision Strip, Inc. in Perrysburg Ohio, where he works
full time. He continually writes in his spare time; weekends and after work, and is endlessly
inspired by his five grandkids Kendall, Elijah, Sadie, Evelyn and Harper.
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Patrolling & Dispatch: Two Very Different Worlds
By Debra Purdy Kong

When you’re a security guard at a post-secondary campus as I was, you’ll soon realize that
there’s a lot to learn fast. Memorizing the location of every fire panel, emergency phone, panic
alarm, and roof access in over thirty buildings is just the start.
I walked for over six hours per shift, in and outdoors regardless of weather, and quickly figured
out the shortcuts between buildings and specific rooms. While the job was physically tiring, there
were plenty of relaxing moments, especially on Sunday summer afternoon when nothing was
going on. Patrolling helped me stay in good shape and provided great background material for
my transit security specialist Casey Holland in THE OPPOSITE OF DARK, and bike patroller,
Evan Dunstan in my novella, DEAD MAN FLOATING.
My work at the campus’s dispatch centre required different skills. We had to know where the
90+ cameras were situated and how to maneuver them efficiently. Phones had to be answered
and the guards’ many call-ins typed up accurately. In this job, a calm demeanour was everything.
People often came to the office to file a complaint or seek other assistance.
The most stressful part of the job was liaising with 911 call-takers, paramedics, and the fire
department during medical or other emergencies while my supervisor and the security director
looked on. Many times I ended a shift, relieved that my dispatch partner and I hadn’t royally
screwed up when things got crazy.
In DEAD MAN FLOATING, I mention that Evan has had some supervisory shifts. To do this he
would have also worked at dispatch and probably will in future novellas. It’ll provide great fun
when all hell breaks loose.
So, did I prefer patrolling or dispatch? Oddly enough dispatch. Patrolling took its toll on my
knees and became tougher every year. Yet, part of me still misses those sweet, Sunday
afternoons when all seemed right with the world, and no one was doing something stupid or
criminal. But then, if it had all been peaches and cream, what would I have to write about?
WHO IS Debra Purdy Kong?
Debra Purdy Kong’s volunteer experiences, criminology diploma, and various jobs, inspired her
to write mysteries set in BC’s Lower Mainland. Employment as a campus security patrol and
communications officer provided the background for her first novella, Dead Man Floating as
well as her Casey Holland transit security novels, The Opposite of Dark, Deadly Accusations,
Beneath the Bleak New Moon, and The Deep End. She has also released two white-collar crime
mysteries, Taxed to Death and Fatal Encryption.
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Debra has published short stories in a variety of genres as well as personal essays, and articles
for publications such as Chicken Soup for the Bride’s Soul, B.C. Parent Magazine, and The
Vancouver Sun. She assists as a facilitator for the Creative Writing Program through Port Moody
Recreation, and has presented workshops and talks for organizations that include Mensa and
Beta Sigma Phi. She is a long-time member of Crime Writers of Canada. Look for her blog at
http://writetype.blogspot.ca
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Vivid Scene Descriptions
by Garry Ryan

If you’re a writer, carry your phone. It has a camera. Use it.

Use it when you see something striking,
something out of the ordinary,
something inspiring,

something provocative.
Keep a file of these photos.
When a scene requires an image,
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it’s there for you to paint with.
WHO IS Garry Ryan?
Since 2004 Garry Ryan has published nine novels with NeWest Press. The second, The Lucky
Elephant Restaurant, won a 2007 Lambda Literary Award. In 2009, Ryan was awarded Calgary’s
Freedom of Expression Award.
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How Long Does it Take To Write A Novel
by Luke Murphy

KISS & TELL took me 15 years to write. Well, not exactly, but…
Even though Dead Man’s Hand was my first published novel, it’s not the first book I wrote. Kiss
& Tell is my “baby”. It’s the first book I ever even attempted to write. I started writing the novel
in the winter of 2000, while playing hockey down in Oklahoma.
A lot of circumstances surround this novel, and it’s the reason I started writing in the first place.
This novel, and all of my writing, happened by “chance”. I was playing professional hockey in
Oklahoma, and was struck in the eye with a stick in a preseason game. That injury ended my
season before it began.
My wife, who was my girlfriend at the time, was attending a French college in Montreal, and her
English professor assigned the class the task of writing a short story.
My girlfriend knew that I was an avid reader, so she asked me if I would help her develop the
story, which I did. I had so much fun with the project, that when we had finished, I took one of
the characters we had created and started writing my own story.
I wrote Kiss & Tell in six months, but it was nowhere even close to being publishable. Actually,
it stunk. It was a practice story for me, so I left it sitting in my computer and started writing a
second book.
After I published Dead Man’s Hand in 2012, I decided to reopen Kiss & Tell and take another
look. My first reaction…it was bad, written by a first-time, newbie, amateur author. But I loved
the plot, cast of characters, and the potential. I didn’t want to give up on this story.
So I took everything I’d learned about the craft of writing and the industry and put it into editing
Kiss & Tell. The revisions completely changed the entire book.
After I’d completed it in 2001, Kiss & Tell was written from the point of view of Jessica Philips,
the primary murder suspect in the Ken Anderson investigation, and the story was told from
Jessica’s first person POV.
The Kiss & Tell that came out in 2015 is told from Detective Charlene Taylor’s point of view,
written in third person. Although the plot never changed, some of the characters and scenes did.
A major scene/twist change that occurred?
In the original Kiss & Tell, the identity of the Celebrity Slayer was never revealed. I was
planning on turning this CS plot into a series, extending the investigation through a number of
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books. But, taking into consideration a suggestion from one of my editors, I decided to change
that. But don’t think I don’t have more plans for the Celebrity Slayer, in upcoming Charlene
Taylor books.
But that’s for another time, and another place.
WHO IS Luke Murphy?
In the winter of 2007, Murphy began work on DEAD MAN'S HAND. It took him over two years
(working around full time jobs) to complete the first draft.
He then worked with editors and joined a critique group, doing anything he could to learn, to
improve his writing, and make his novel the best it could be.
Murphy hired the Jennifer Lyons Literary Agency, and his dream was realized in May, 2012
when he signed a publishing contract with Imajin Books.
Murphy lives in Shawville with his wife, three daughters and pug. He is a teacher who holds a
Bachelor of Science degree in Marketing, and a Bachelor of Education (Magna Cum Laude).
He is currently working on his next novel.
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The Best Time To Promote Yourself
by Amy M. Reade

The best time to start promoting yourself is the day you decide to write a book, not the day you
decide to shop it around to publishers or self-publish.
That was tough advice for me to hear, since it came from an acquisitions editor to whom I had
sent my first novel. She liked the book, but when my manuscript came across her desk she did an
online search for my name.
Know what she found?
Nothing. Not even a Facebook page, because I had sworn to myself never to enter the realm of
social media.
She had to turn down my book, she said, because her press simply didn’t have the money to take
a chance on a writer with zero followers.
That very day, I set up a Facebook page. Then, a few days later, a blog.
Fast forward three years. I’m still on Facebook with both a personal page and an author page. I
still write a weekly blog. But you’ll also find me on my website, Twitter, Pinterest, Tumblr,
Instagram, and author pages on Amazon and Goodreads. I also have a quarterly newsletter. I
have embraced social media in a way I never dreamed possible. And here’s the best part: I love
every minute of it.
My hope as I continue to write and publish books is that I can scale back on the number of sites I
frequent and instead concentrate on a select few, but for now the name of the game is getting my
books out there and helping people find me and my books.
I try to slip in and out of Pinterest, Tumblr, and Instagram a couple times a week, but I post on
Facebook and Twitter several times daily. I keep my website updated with release and
appearance dates and my book information and, as I’ve mentioned, I try to post a blog weekly.
As for the Amazon and Goodreads author pages, I check those at least once a week to make sure
they’re up-to-date.
I try to follow the 80/20 rule on most social media sites. The rule states that 80% of an author’s
posts should be something other than “Buy my book! Buy my book!” The remaining 20%,
however, can say exactly that.
The difference is on my Facebook author page, where my posts are almost 100% about my
writing, my work, and links to my other social media sites. I try to promote other authors on my
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author page, but that is mostly done through links to book recommendations and author
interviews I have on my blog. But that’s the point of a FB author page- it keeps your readers
connected with you and what you’re up to as a writer. I share information and posts about other
authors several times daily on my personal FB page (and all the time on Twitter).
And what I just said? It bears repeating: it’s essential to promote other authors because when you
do that, it helps everyone. Recall the proverb “When the tide comes in, all ships rise.” It’s the
same with authors. Helping other authors’ works to everyone’s advantage.
That brings to mind one more piece of advice: comment, comment, comment on the blogs of
other authors, agents, readers, reviewers, and publishing industry insiders. It’s a great way to get
your name out there. You’d be amazed at the number of interview and guest blog requests I’ve
gotten just by commenting on other people’s blogs. It’s been a huge boost to me.
WHO Is Amy M. Reade?
Amy M. Reade grew up in northern New York. After graduating from college and law school,
she practiced law in New York City before moving to southern New Jersey, where she lives now
with her husband, three children, dog, two cats, and a fish. She writes full time and is the author
of Secrets of Hallstead House, a novel of romantic suspense set in the Thousand Islands region
of New York, and The Ghosts of Peppernell Manor, a novel in the same genre set outside
Charleston, South Carolina. Her third novel, House of Hanging Jade, is set in Hawaii and will be
released in April, 2016. She is currently working on the first book of a series set in the United
Kingdom (expected release date in early 2017). She loves cooking, reading, and traveling.
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The Future of Fiction
A Mystery Qwickie™ with an Eye on Vengeance and Salvation
By Cheryl Kaye Tardif

Launching Imajin Books’ new Imajin Qwickies™ imprint, international bestselling author
Cheryl Kaye Tardif introduces us to her E.Y.E. Spy Mystery series with Book 1, E.Y.E. OF THE
SCORPION…
Many readers are looking for shorter reads, something they can read on a bus, train, plane etc.,
and finish in one or two sittings. Qwickies™ are the perfect solution. Shorter than a full-length
novel, but longer than a short story or novelette, novellas offer more depth of character and plot.
In my mystery novella, E.Y.E. OF THE SCORPION, I introduce readers to an older, wiser
female protagonist, one who is divorced, has given up a career as a Vancouver police officer and
has become a private investigator. Eileen Edwards is still grieving the loss of her son when she’s
given the daunting task of locating a street kid named Zipper. But all is not as it seems, and the
case proves to be difficult, especially keeping the boy alive. As with all mysteries, there are
twists and turns, and a huge revelation that will blow your mind. At least, that’s what I’m hoping
for.
The challenge with writing a Qwickie is to start off with action right away and keep the pace
moving “qwickly,” so that readers feel compelled to keep reading until the end. I believe my
characters really add to keeping the pace hot and always moving forward. Of course, as with
every good mystery, you’ll find some bad guys who only seek vengeance, and a protagonist
whose life changes dramatically in the end.
Salvation is found in odd ways and with an unusual pairing of young and old. I have fallen in
love with three of the characters, Eileen, Zipper and Alfie. All three have been searching for
something that has eluded them. Will they find what they’re looking for? I hope you love them
as much as I do.
WHO IS Cheryl Kaye Tardif?
Born in Vancouver, BC, Cheryl Kaye Tardif is an international bestselling suspense author who
currently resides in Kelowna, BC. Her most popular works include: CHILDREN OF THE FOG,
SUBMERGED, DIVINE INTERVENTION, DIVINE JUSTICE, DIVINE SANCTUARY, THE
RIVER and WHALE SONG. Represented by Trident Media Group, she is published by various
publishers in the US, Canada, Germany, Turkey and China. Cheryl is also the owner of hybrid
publishing company, Imajin Books.
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Mystery, Thriller or Suspense
by Viv Drewa

These three genres can be used alone in any combination depending on the book you are writing.
But what’s the difference? Let’s look at each one.
Mystery: a detective or other law enforcement person, or really anyone will be in a position to
solve a murder or some type of puzzle, and finally exposes, or captures, the villain. Throughout
the novel the reader has no idea who the villain is until the end of the book.
Thriller: The victim is in danger throughout the book and is generally someone with a bit of a
sordid history themselves. In order to clear his/her name the victim pursues the villain and ends
up with sometimes harrowing escapes. In the end the victim brings evidence to the proper
authorities clearing his/her name. The victim, and the reader, learn who the villain is as the story
progresses.
Suspense: These books let the reader in on who the villain is from the get go. The victim or
victims realize there is a deadly problem but have no way of knowing the who or why. The
reader will be on edge until the villain is caught before he/she kills or kills again. Some of these
books in a series may end as a cliff hanger.
WHO IS Viv Drewa?
Viv Drew is a Michigan native who has enjoyed reading and writing since 1963. Though she
studied medicinal chemistry at the University of Michigan, her passion has always been writing.
She had been awarded third place for her nonfiction short story about her grandfather’s escape
from Poland. Later, she rewrote this story and was published in the “Polish American Journal” as
“From the Pages of Grandfather’s Life” and has republished it on Amazon.com as a short story.
She took creative and journalism courses to help transition to fulfill her dream of becoming a
writer. She worked as an intern for Port Huron’s ‘The Times Herald”, and also wrote, edited and
did the layout or the Blue Water Multiple Sclerosis newsletter “Thumb Prints.”
She also writes two blogs promoting her fellow authors.
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Five Tips for Writing a Mystery Series
By Gloria Ferris

Every author who writes a series will have found her own truths and tips on what works for her
storylines and characters. I don’t pretend that my list is comprehensive or will apply to everyone.
But, they work for me and might help another writer just getting started on a series.
1. Don’t info dump everything you know about your protagonist into the first book.
If you’ve planned a series, little secrets and heretofore unmentioned family members can be
introduced when you need them. I plan to bring a badass gramma into book 4 of the Cornwall &
Redfern series. So far, Gram hasn’t been mentioned and doesn’t need to be.
2. Yes, your protagonist can be involved in more than one crime in his/her life.
Even murder. What are chances that a young woman in a small town will run across a homicide
or other serious crime more than once? Slim to fat, but this is fiction. Readers suspend reality to
enjoy the story. When they pick up a sequel, they expect mayhem to rampage through the pages,
just like book 1. How many of us think when we pick up the latest episode of our favourite
series, Oh no! Another murder? More crime and mystery! Not again! Me neither. So, throw in
another homicide or bank robbery and let ‘er rip.
3. The love life of your protagonist doesn’t have to be all doom and gloom, or consume her
every waking moment. (Be careful of rhyming prose as well, but that’s for another set of
tips.)
Watching the mating dance of your favourite cop or sleuth is exciting. It should be incidental to
the plotline, a slow blossoming of character development that can be nurtured over the course of
several books. But, come on! After book 23 in the series, if our heroine is grappling with
relationship issues with the same boyfriend she’s had for 15 years, or still can’t decide between
Carlos and Brad, I’m losing interest and even an intriguing mystery won’t pull me back. Move
on and show conflict with another character.
4. You can and should rotate your secondary characters.
Some authors kill off their supporting cast with nary a smidge of regret. How bloodthirsty! And,
unnecessary. I love my characters, even the mean, snotty ones with no obvious redeeming
qualities. To keep readers from tiring of one of these individuals, I can send him out of town,
demote him temporarily to spear bearer, or just mention him in passing. Or not at all. But, he can
return for a future episode. When I need suspects or doomed victims, I create them just for that
purpose. I don’t mess with my regulars.
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5. Each book in a series should be a separate entity.
A reader should be able to pick up Book 2, or Book 12, in a series and not be lost in time and
space. It’s okay for the reader to realize she isn’t reading the first book in a series, but play fair.
The ending of each book should resolve the mystery before the next one begins. If you’re writing
a serial, state this on the front or back cover.
On a related note, repeat readers will not be offended by brief reminders of the setting and
descriptions of the returning characters. This information will firmly anchor new readers in the
world you have created for them.
WHO IS Gloria Ferris?
Gloria Ferris is the author of the darkly humorous Cornwall & Redfern Mysteries. The first in
the series, Corpse Flower, won the Crime Writers of Canada Unhanged Arthur Award. The
second, Shroud of Roses, was released in July, 2015. Her first paranormal mystery novel, Cheat
the Hangman, won the 2012 Bony Blithe Award. Gloria’s mystery suspense novella, Targeted,
co-authored with Donna Warner, will be released on November 21st. Targeted takes place in
Roatan, Honduras and was planned as the first in a series. The next episode will follow cop/PI
duo, Blair and Piermont, as they solve a murder in Old Quebec City.
Gloria began her writing career as a technical procedure writer at a nuclear power plant on Lake
Huron’s rocky shores. It was an exciting job, but opportunities for plot and character
development were limited. So she turned to crime fiction and found it to be a lot more fun. Now,
she has returned to her roots in southwestern Ontario to work on both series, and to dream of
finishing the sequel to Cheat the Hangman.
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How To Write A High Concept Thriller
by Ann Farnsworth

I found the idea for my book The Throne of David while reading the Old Testament and knew it
was a high concept idea from the very first. Understanding the scope of the story helped me stay
very focused as I wrote the manuscript and when I sent out queries, (two of them). Both agents
wanted the book and I am convinced it was the high concept element that got their attention. So,
I can hear you asking, just what is high concept and how do I incorporate these ingredients into
my writing?
High concept fiction is a term hijacked from Hollywood. Think ‘visual’, ‘high stakes’, and
‘easily communicated’. It is attractive to publishers and agents and eventually, readers and
moviegoers.
The reaction you want when an agent reads your synopsis is: “Why didn’t I think of that?” or
“Why hasn’t somebody written about this before?” Or, “You tell me your amazing idea, and then
I decide I have to kill you so I can steal it!” When people light up after you tell them about your
book, you know you’ve got them. This is what high concept is all about.
The essential elements of a high concept book are:
•
•
•
•

an original idea
mass commercial appeal
a great title
a big problem

An original idea:
You need an idea that will be talked about. One that generates excitement and compels people
(agents, publishers and readers) to get involved. Simply put, a high concept is an intriguing idea
that can be stated in a few words and is easily understood by all. Take this sentence: An asteroid
the size of Texas is speeding toward earth. This sentence is definitely high concept! It arouses an
emotional response, and, using only ten words, tells us exactly what the book/movie is all about.
It hooks us immediately.
THE THRONE OF DAVID is a historical thriller along the lines of DaVinci Code or Raiders of
the Lost Ark involving a religious artifact, murder most foul and a mystery surrounding the king
of England. I thought about contacting Dan Brown with the idea that became THE THRONE OF
DAVID, but I finally decided to figure out how to write it myself. It was a little daunting to write
such a towering book for a first novel but writing it became an adventure and I loved figuring out
how to write around the bones of a compelling story.
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Being able to reduce your idea into something powerful that can be expressed in a few words
forces the writer to come to terms with what the story is really about. If the idea is too
complicated and is difficult to explain or understand, it may never reach the people who make
the decision to publish or produce your work.
Mass Commercial Appeal:
High concept books use hooks and compelling plots to give the story wide, mainstream appeal.
Commercial fiction often has the ‘wow’ factor. If you can summarize what happens in your
novel in a single, succinct sentence, and people ask where they can buy it, you might have a high
concept book. Plot and the story drive the story, character choices and actions create drama that
propels the reader forward with urgency.
If you aren’t sure if your story is high concept try to categorize your book by comparing it to
other books that are similar and are easily defined as high concept.
A great title:
A great title not only tells the audience what the story is about, it reveals the genre. The title
prepares us to experience the feelings associated with each type of genre, thrillers, mysteries,
love stories, adventures and so on. Each of these different genres propels us towards a unique
emotional adventure. A great title can catapult your book into the bestseller spheres.
A Big Problem:
The fourth element is THE big problem to be solved, the reason for the story, and the reason
action has to be taken.
An asteroid is about to collide with the earth. A serial killer is loose. A baby is left on a doorstep.
An invading army has to be confronted and defeated. An erupting volcano has to be escaped
from. A man-eating shark has to be destroyed, and so on.
You will know it is a big problem if action has to be taken and taken immediately.
Great stories are about problems and once the writer introduces us to the problem, the problem
must be resolved. It is the essences of any story, no matter how big or small, it must be focused
on a problem. Every character will somehow be involved in that problem. Everything that
happens will in some way affect the outcome of the problem. Revealing how that problem was
created and how it will be resolved is the heart and soul of every story.
Of course, you should write what you enjoy reading. Read the classics in your genre, read the
most recently released books in your genre, so you know what is selling. If you enjoy reading
high concept books and decide to attempt writing one, it is imperative that you think big and then
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write with sweeping, satisfying language. The crux of the matter is a big idea and making sure
your idea will appeal to a vast audience of readers is the craft of the writer. Follow with a great
title and be sure you introduce a big problem. Including all these elements will help you create a
great story and will help you sell your story on the front and back ends. Selling first to agents and
a publisher, and then to booksellers and finally, readers and moviegoers.
Be assured that high concept books are sought after by publishers and readers alike.
WHO IS Ann Farnsworth?
Ann Farnsworth came to writing late, as she was busy raising a family of 10 children and
devouring books on the side. Her youngest is now eleven and the stories that have been
clamoring for attention these last 25 years are finally going to be given a chance at life.
If you take Ann Farnsworth’s love of history, her admiration for truly great story tellers and a
devotion to precise, descriptive vocabulary. If you add to those interests a true devotion to
memorable characters it seems as if her book, ‘The Throne of David’, is almost an inevitable
work of creation.
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The Art of Creating Killer Suspense
by Brenda Chapman

Alfred Hitchcock was a master at drawing an audience into the lives of his characters while
ramping up tension. Hitchcock used techniques that crime writers have long recognized as keys
to successful story-telling.
The art of creating suspense is tied to an author’s ability to have readers care about their
characters. Without first building this connection, the reader is never fully engaged and the
frisson of fear or anxiety as the characters face danger cannot be fully achieved. The litmus test
for an author is the sympathy we also feel for our characters…and how difficult it is to kill any
of them off.
In writing one of my earlier novels, I planned to murder one character, but when the time came, I
couldn’t bring myself to do it. Instead, I killed off another character of whom I hadn’t grown as
fond, but unfortunately, the book ground to a halt. I had to go back and kill off my originally
intended victim. The book ended up being stronger for it, and I eventually got over the loss.
How do we make readers care about our characters? For me, the back stories are key: revealing
what matters to the characters, their fears, hopes, friends and family. They have to have human
failings that everyone can sympathize with and relate to while exhibiting some trait that makes
the characters likable. Seldom are people all good or all evil although in crime novels, somebody
has to be amoral enough to kill. Revealing what led them to kill can be used to make them
human, especially if readers can see themselves in some part of the scenario, although hopefully
not the hitting someone over the head with a blunt object bit.
Giving characters difficult or painful secrets is another great way to build tension and draw
readers into their world. Officer Kala Stonechild is introduced In Cold Mourning, where I reveal
that she grew up in foster care and helped hide a murder when she was ten years old. I take my
time filling in her back story over the course of the series, sharing some of her secrets while she
works on murder cases and struggles to form relationships. I give the other main characters
different but equally flawed personal histories, secrets and troubling dilemmas.
I even share inner dreams and problems for minor characters, who might pop into the story for a
chapter. For instance, in the third Stonechild and Rouleau mystery Tumbled Graves, which was
released in early 2016, a long distance transport driver, who is only on stage for one chapter,
shares the physical alienation he feels from his family when he is away so much, but also the
love he has for his wife and kids that keeps him returning home.
Once the reader cares about the characters and doesn’t want anything bad to happen to them, the
time is ripe to add the ticking time bombs—a husband with a gambling problem, a child hooked
on drugs, a vindictive ex-lover… The key is to introduce potential problems and slowly twist the
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tourniquet so that characters and readers are on the edge of their seats, waiting to see what
happens next…who makes it to the finish line in one piece.
WHO IS Brenda Chapman?
Brenda Chapman grew up in Terrace Bay, Ontario, a small pulp and paper community on the
north shore of Lake Superior. She earned a Bachelor of Arts majoring in English at Lakehead
University in Thunder Bay, Ontario. During her third year of studies, she took a course in
creative writing and began writing poetry and short stories.
Brenda attended teachers’ college at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, earning a
Bachelor of Education. Upon completion, she moved to Ottawa where she became a special
education teacher. She taught reading, language arts and math to children, teenagers and adults
for nearly fifteen years. To further her own studies, Brenda spent two summers at Ottawa
University studying special education.
In Ottawa, Brenda met her husband Ted, and they have two daughters, Lisa and Julia. Brenda
stayed at home while the girls were young, teaching part-time and taking courses in the Honours
English program at Carleton University. While at Carleton, the university awarded her a prize for
outstanding part-time student of English.
To take a break from writing English papers for university courses, Brenda began writing
humorous articles for Homebase, an Ottawa magazine for parents at home. During this period,
she wrote her first novel, Running Scared for her daughters as she made an about-turn in her
professional life.
In 1997, Brenda left teaching to begin working for the federal government as a writer/editor.
Subsequently, she worked in communications for the federal Department of Justice, a senior
complaints and investigations officer in the Canadian Transportation Agency and a senior
briefing analyst and senior communications advisor at Health Canada. In addition to her work as
an author, Brenda is currently employed as a senior communications advisor for the federal
Department of Justice.
In 2001, Brenda’s article “True North” appeared in Canadian Living (August 2001). Brenda
continued writing mystery short stories and novels in her spare time, and has been an avid reader
throughout her life – in particular enjoying murder mysteries and suspense novels. She is
currently a member of the Writers’ Union of Canada, Crime Writers of Canada, Sisters in Crime,
the Canadian Children’s Book Centre and the Canadian Authors Association. She served
two terms as President of Capital Crime Writers of Ottawa and two terms as Past President.
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Shifting Genres
by Patricia Fry

I started writing articles for magazines over forty years ago and, in fact, established a career as a
freelance writer. I also wrote a few books along the way—all nonfiction and all related to my
interests, experiences, or expertise. I was inspired to establish my own publishing company in
1983 in order to produce some of my books—making me a pioneer in the self-publishing arena.
When people started approaching me for help with their writing projects, I resisted, until I
realized how much I had to offer them. I discovered that, while I was quietly operating my
business, I was also gaining an education and I agreed to develop a workshop. While the
workshop didn’t go viral—in fact, we were still using typewriters in those days—it did inspire a
book, then another, and another. By the time I bought my first computer and established a
website, my focus was helping authors navigate the publishing and book promotion maze
through my articles, books, website, blog, and speaking engagements throughout the US.
Every few years, I reviewed my career path. I’d ask myself, “Am I still having fun? Is this
enriching my life? What aspects do I enjoy most about what I’m doing?”
I’d adjust my business accordingly—I’d solicit more editing projects, for example, apply for
more speaking engagements, or provide more time for writing.
Fast-forward to June of 2012. I had finished the third book in my series for authors published by
Allworth Press and was working on a fourth. I had nearly forty books to my credit by then and I
was feeling a little burned out—not on writing, but on the type of writing I’d been doing for all
of those years. It was my birthday month. After quite a bit of thought, I decided to give myself a
unique birthday gift—the time and space in which to try writing fiction.
Now that was an exciting concept. Of course, I did some research and discovered that novels
were selling like crazy through the Kindle Direct Publishing program—even new, unknown
authors were making money on their first attempts at a novel. But what type of novel would I
write?
I knew early on that I wanted to write what I enjoyed reading—light mysteries (which I later
learned are called Cozy Mysteries). My, my, how the world of genres has exploded with
dozens and dozens of sub-genres popping up every time an author writes something outside
an established box.
After additional research into some of the books I’d read, as well as what else was out there
within the light (cozy) mystery realm, and based on my own interests, I made another decision.
My stories would feature a cat. I have a cat who carries things around in her mouth—brings me
my slipper socks, drops her toy bunny, hedgehog, lion, bear, etc. at my feet every morning while
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I work. I’ve always been fascinated by stories of true kleptomaniac cats. So I decided that, while
my stories would be human-based, they would include a kleptomaniac cat whose treasures would
sometimes be clues to the current mystery. Thus, the Klepto Cat Mystery series was created.
The main cat character is Rags—a part ragdoll cat who looks nothing like a ragdoll. I patterned
him after my mother’s cat, Smokey. Why didn’t I use my own little klepto cat? Oh, she has
various roles in the stories—but she wasn’t quite right for the lead. Rags is a large cat with a lot
of confidence and an overdose of determination. Neither Rags nor his feline friends have
speaking parts. They’re all ordinary cats—some of them having some extraordinary habits and,
certainly, some unique and interesting experiences.
The first in the series is Catnapped—based loosely on a true story that happened in my
daughter’s neighborhood. This is followed by fifteen additional stories, each taking Rags and his
feline and human friends on some harrowing, surprising, precarious, and always mysterious
adventures.
When I took inventory of my career a few months ago, and asked myself, “Am I still having
fun?” I responded with a huge, “YES.” I don’t want to say I’ve finally found my niche. I don’t
think that’s accurate. I believe that I’ve always been right where I should be at this time.
Currently, my purpose is rolling out fun, cozy mysteries one right after the other, racking up
excellent reviews, and collecting the many rewards for my efforts. Further, I believe that if I’d
launched out in this direction earlier in my career, I would not be experiencing the success and
recognition I’m enjoying.
Why? I believe my timing is purrfect—the market is right for these books. And, because of my
prior work and experiences, I know how to promote them. Even an excellent book will not be
noticed if it has no exposure. So my perfect life now consists of approximately one-third writing
and one-third promotion with a little leftover for the other joys in life.
WHO IS Patricia Fry?
Let me invite you to subscribe to my Catscapades blog where I talk about everything cat and
share occasionally what’s going on in the Klepto Cat Mystery factory. Learn more about me, my
career path and my books here. Visit the Klepto Cat Mystery Amazon pages here. Follow us on
Twitter, like us on Facebook. All sixteen books are formatted for Kindle. The first thirteen are
also in print.
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Writing in Different Genres by
Janice Spina

How important is it for authors to be able to write across genres?
First of all, not everyone cares to write in multi-genres. There are some who choose to write in
one genre and for select readers. There is nothing wrong with writing in one or multi-genres.
Who am I to tell anyone what is the right thing to do.
If you look at J K Rowling, for instance, she has excelled in writing for YA, PT, MG groups
(young adult, preteen, middle-grade). She has also written for 18+. I am one of her biggest fans
for the first group but I did not enjoy the 18+ mysteries as much as the Harry Potter series. That
does not mean that her books didn’t sell well! On the contrary, once she became established as a
successful author anything she wrote (even under a pen name) sold off the shelves. If only I
could do that! Sigh!
I chose to write in different and multi-genres to keep myself fresh. I started out with children’s
books, ages 0-8, then branched out to MG and PT, ages 9-12, then 18+. I have received a Silver
Medal from MOM’S Choice Awards for one children’s book, Lamby the Lonely Lamb, and
recently my first book of Davey & Derek Junior Detectives Series, The Case of the Missing Cell
Phone, won the Pinnacle Book Achievement Award in the Preteen Category. These awards make
an author feel that maybe she is doing something right. I am definitely enjoying what I do.
Trying out different genres gives an author an idea what feels comfortable to him/her.
You may never know what you excel in if you do not try something different. I have found that
trying out different genres opens my eyes and mind to more creative thinking. Also, I discovered
that MG, PT and YA are my favorites. When I write for this age group I feel like a kid again.
Since I write off the cuff, I never know what my characters are going to say until they tell me
and where they are going until they take me there. I find this thoroughly enjoyable. I am reading
along as if I am a new reader. It can be disconcerting at times though because I don’t always
want to say what the characters want to say or go where they want to go. I then need to take
charge and control this story before it gets out of control. It does take more editing this way, but
it helps me to be more creative and real.
It really doesn’t matter what genre you write in as long as you love what you do and do it to the
best of your ability. There are many people out there in cyber land that will lend you a hand if
you need it. I, for one, promote fellow authors on my blog. Go to http://
jemsbooks.wordpress.com for more info.
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For now, writers, authors and prospective authors keep on writing and creating beautiful books
from your hearts. You readers out there, we need you. For without you we wouldn’t have a
reason to write!
Please keep on reading and reviewing and remember: READING GIVES YOU WINGS TO
FLY!
WHO IS Janice Spina?
Janice Spina is an award-winning author with ten published books and more on the way. She
loves writing in different genres, children’s (PS-grade 3), middle-grade/preteen (grades 4-7), and
18+. She is also an avid reader/reviewer, blogger, copy editor and writer of poetry. Her husband
illustrates all her children’s books and creates beautiful covers for all books.
She has been writing since the age of nine in the form of poems and greeting cards. She plans to
continue as long as she is able to create stories for all ages. Her logo is Jemsbooks for all ages,
and her motto is Reading Gives You Wings to Fly!
Janice’s children’s book, Lamby the Lonely Lamb, received a Silver Medal from Mom’s Choice
Awards and her MG book, Davey & Derek Junior Detectives, Book 1, The Case of the Missing
Cell Phone, received the Pinnacle Book Achievement Award in the category of Preteen books.
Janice lives in New Hampshire with her husband, John, and enjoys traveling, going to the
movies, reading, hula hooping, walking, crocheting, blogging, and spending time with the
grandchildren who are her inspiration to write.
She loves to hear from her readers and looks forward to new reviews of her books. She is a
staunch supporter of fellow authors and features them on her blog. Get in touch with Janice by
email jjspina@myfairpoint.net or through her blog and website.
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Defining Sub-Genre
by Judy Penz Sheluk

Defining your sub-genre. It’s the sort of thing newbie authors don’t really think about when they
start writing a book. Oh, we know we’re writing a mystery or romance or sci-fi, but beyond that,
it’s more about getting the words down than anything else. And then, one day, after months of
hard work, editing, revision and more revision, that book is finally ready to send out into the
cold, cruel world.
That means writing a compelling query letter pitching the book to agents and publishers in the
hopes they might be interested. This process is not for the faint of heart; consider that Kathryn
Stockett’s The Help was rejected 61 times before someone finally took a chance on her (read the
interview here). The key then, is to make your query stand out. It also means that the author has
to define not just the genre (i.e. romance) but the sub-genre (paranormal romance).
When I started pitching The Hanged Man’s Noose to publishers, I defined it as “Amateur
Sleuth,” which is often referred to as a “Cozy Mystery.” After all, I had an amateur sleuth (my
protagonist, Emily Garland, is a freelance journalist), I had a sidekick (Emily’s friend, Arabella
Carpenter, owns an antiques shop), I had a small town (Lount’s Landing, a fictional town about
ninety minutes north of Toronto), and the murders take place off screen (meaning no overt
violence). It wasn’t until I sent the manuscript to a publisher of traditional cozy mysteries that I
discovered I hadn’t quite nailed it.
“We love The Hanged Man’s Noose, and you made it to the final round,” the rejection letter
stated, “but we only publish traditional cozies. Your book has too much of an edge. Our
recommendation is that you find a publisher that looks for edgier mysteries.”
I searched the publisher’s catalogue and saw what they meant. Every cover had a cat or a dog, an
idyllic town with white picket fences. Many of the books included a recipe or instructions on
how to make some sort of craft. My book didn’t have any of those things.
I took the publisher’s advice and discovered Barking Rain Press shortly thereafter. I redefined
The Hanged Man’s Noose as “Amateur Sleuth with an Edge,” followed their submission
guidelines, and signed a contract in July 2014, for publication in July 2015. I’ve been pinching
myself ever since.
WHO IS Judy Penz Sheluk?
Judy Penz Sheluk’s debut mystery, The Hanged Man’s Noose, was published in print and eBook
in July 2015 through Barking Rain Press. Her short fiction has appeared in literary publications
and anthologies, including The Whole She-Bang 2 and World Enough and Crime. She also
contributed to Bake, Love Write, a dessert cookbook featuring recipes from 105 authors.
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In her less mysterious pursuits, Judy works as a freelance writer, specializing in art, antiques and
the residential housing industry. She is currently the Editor of Home BUILDER Magazine, and
the Senior Editor for New England Antiques Journal.
Judy lives in a small town northwest of Toronto. She is currently finalizing Skeletons in the
Closet (A Marketville Mystery) to be published mid-2016 by Imajin Books and is starting book
two in The Glass Dolphin Mystery series.
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The Mystery Genre and Historical Fiction
by Elinor Florence

My wartime novel Bird’s Eye View isn’t a classic murder mystery – although I have seen it
shelved in the Mystery section of one bookstore – but rather, a whole series of mysteries.
You see, in my novel the serial killers are the Nazis, and my detective is an aerial photographic
interpreter. Rose Jolliffe is an officer in the Royal Canadian Air Force. Like Sherlock Holmes,
she uses her magnifying glass to study aerial photographs for clues, trying to outwit the enemy.
Along the way, she tackles a number of baffling mysteries:
1
2
3

When the Allies bomb an important railyard behind enemy lines, why don’t the aerial
photographs taken the next day show any damage?
Is that charming French village real, or is it an elaborate camouflage created by the
Germans to disguise an aircraft factory?
Most importantly, what is the secret revenge weapon that Hitler says will win the war —
and where on earth is it?

Rose examines aerial photos to the point of exhaustion (since there was no colour film, she is
literally studying fifty shades of gray), striving to solve these and other mysteries – painfully
aware that her failure will cost thousands of lives.
She is suffering from personal strain as well. Her brother Jack is flying a Spitfire, and she fears
for him every day. She is in love with her commanding officer, who unfortunately already has a
wife. And she is desperately homesick for her farm on the Canadian prairies. She keeps in touch
with the home front through a constant flow of letters from her parents and her best friend, June.
Bird’s Eye View is the only novel ever written in which the main character is a Canadian woman
in uniform. I find that very sad, considering that there were fifty thousand of them in World War
Two alone. They were just as patriotic and dedicated as the men, but we know little about them. I
wanted to shine a light on women’s contribution to the war effort.
To create my characters, I drew heavily on my own family. My mother lived through the war as
a teenager in Canada, and her home town of North Battleford, Saskatchewan was an air training
base. Her beloved elder brother was killed in the war. My father served in the Royal Canadian
Air Force, as did my uncles. So I had access to a gold mine of personal anecdotes.
I was also intrigued by that fascinating but little-known branch of Allied Intelligence called
photo interpretation. During the war hundreds of trained interpreters studied the aerial photos
brought back from Europe – literally spying on the enemy from the sky. I read as much as I
could about the subject, and travelled to both England and Germany for my research. Every
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incident in the book is based on fact.
Since the book was published a year ago, I’ve received hundreds of positive comments. People
often tell me that my book enlightened them about our own Canadian history, especially the role
of women. One former bomber navigator told me that he combed my book looking for errors and
couldn’t find any – that was music to my ears! Others tell me that my book moved them to tears.
Touching people’s hearts is always a good thing.
By far the most typical comment, however, is this: “I couldn’t put it down!” That’s the best
compliment of all.
WHO IS Elinor Florence?
Elinor Florence is a career journalist who grew up on a farm in Saskatchewan, a former wartime
airport. She wrote and edited daily newspapers and magazines across Western Canada, including
Reader’s Digest. Married with three grown children, she now lives in the mountain resort of
Invermere, British Columbia. Bird’s Eye View is her first novel. It’s available through
bookstores or online from Amazon, and as an ebook. Order it here:
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The Journey of a Mystery
by Jesse Giles Christiansen

The editing for REVENGE OF THE SEA is almost finished, the goosebumpish book trailer is
ready, great reviews are drifting in, and I have the best book cover of my career.
So why am I so nervous?
You see, with Pelican Bay, there was no time to think about anything. It was my first published
book, and like a dreamy-eyed Adam in the Garden of Publishing, wearing geeky glasses, a dogeared tweed with patched elbows, and torn jeans, I personified blissful ignorance.
The novel sailed on Hot New Release Sea to Bestseller Island.
I lived on that island for a long time, afraid to venture back to civilization, to face the aftermath
of a bestseller. But after sixty days, bearded, emaciated, and alone, I knew I had to go back. We
all have to. Even Stephen King can’t stay on a bestseller list forever. Besides, I would soon learn
that sixty days was quite a feat.
When I came back, I was ignorant, walking around like a dazed, overgrown child. The
bestselling author, Jeff Bennington, told me that the best marketing for an author is to write
another book. I suppose this is where the Captain Shelby Trilogy idea was first born.
I wrote the second book, completely clueless about how to sustain a trilogy or, most importantly,
of what the journey of a mystery truly consisted. I told the story behind the old fisherman that
changed my life forever. But with book two, Captain Shelby, I only walked on the gleaming
crystal sands of Bestseller Island for a few days. Though I’m proud of book two, and it has great
reviews, my readers wanted more, and my trek to understand why was not over.
Things are different today because I feel I’ve grown a lot since my last book. I took a close look
at Pelican Bay and realized that it has been my shiny schooner to that craved island because it
was not just a mystery, it was a journey of a mystery. Readers don’t care about mysteries, they
care about the journey of the mystery, and the secret, new, strange road they walk with different
characters.
My publisher, Imajin Books, who was there to break the champagne bottle against my schooner
and wave me off to Bestseller Island a few years ago, is still here. We talked about the trilogy,
and agreed that I had to get back to the roots that made Pelican Bay what it was. In short, telling
a good story and crossing the t’s and dotting the i’s of the trilogy wasn’t going to be enough. I
needed to take my readers on a final journey, one with all the basic ingredients that Pelican Bay
possessed.
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So that is what I’ve done. Only this time, I believe the journey is richer, deeper, and final. A new
character, Mr. DM, is the missing element, the yin, a judger of humankind and, most
importantly, the haunting tour guide that I owed my readers this last time.
One last time.
After all, the only reason I finished the trilogy was for you.
Yours in the journey.
WHO IS Jesse Giles Christiansen?
#1 bestselling author in sea adventures, Jesse Giles Christiansen is an American author whose
page-turning fiction weaves the real with the surreal, while also speaking to the human condition.
He was hailed by New York Times bestselling author, William R. Forstchen, as “leaving readers
so tantalized by the story lines, they think the events actually happened—a demonstration of skill
surely to launch this author into the big leagues.”
Jesse was born in Miami, FL, playing on beaches as a boy, the sky bronzing him forever and the
sea turning his heart lyrical. After spending a summer in Alaska before graduating from Florida
State University with a degree in literature and philosophy, he wrote his first novel, Journey into
the Mystic.
He feels he is haunted by Hemingway’s ghost, not just by the poster in his writing studio that
stares at him, saying, “What else you got?” but also by having a café called Hemingway’s in the
small European city where he writes. Finally, Hemingway became his neighbor on Amazon
when his novel, Pelican Bay, outsold Old Man and the Sea.
He currently lives in Lüneburg, Germany, with his wife and their precocious White Siamese cat.
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Editing and Writing Multiple Series (aka soot-juggling)
by Cathy Ace

I’m a lucky girl (apparently it’s okay to call myself a “girl” if you go by the plethora of books
with “girl” in the title…when the subject is anything but “girl-aged”!). Yes, I’m truly fortunate.
I’m in the enviable position of having two publishers, each allowing me to write a series of
books, with contracts stretching a couple of years into the future. So I have it a lot better than
many authors, let alone writers searching for that elusive first contract. (Keep going, by the
way!)
I’m writing this on June 3rd 2016. I’ve just returned to my home near Vancouver, BC, Canada
from a trip that took me to CrimeFest UK (a large UK crime convention) where the likes of Ian
Rankin were guests of honor, and then Toronto where I attended the Arthur Ellis Awards and the
Bony Blithe Awards. Thus, for the past couple of weeks, I’ve been surrounded by people
intensely focused on crime fiction, and those who’ve been nominated for, and won, the top prizes
in their field. It’s been a wonderful trip – the sort of thing that makes me realize how many
people are out there who share my passion for creating crime fiction. But now it’s back to just
me, my laptop, all the people in my head…and my dogs at my feet.
As I mentioned, I write two series of books: The Cait Morgan Mysteries are published by
TouchWood Editions based in Canada, The WISE Enquiries Agency Mysteries by Severn House
Publishers in the UK. The series differ from each other in many ways, yet are similar in that they
are both “traditional”: no foul language, no sex on the page, no gore or “unnecessary” violence.
Yes, they’re murder mysteries, but I stick to the more palatable types of murders…the sort I first
encountered in the books of Agatha Christie and Ngaio Marsh.
Right now I have two manuscripts on the go – one for each series. That’s not unusual, but the
specific timing is. And not in a good way. I think of writing a novel as being akin to Three-Day
Eventing: day one sees horses galloping over fences and across fields, day two forces more
discipline as the show-jumping takes place and day three requires deftly controlled exercises in
the dressage. First drafts, editing and copy-editing follow much the same formula for me; the joy
of the gallop, the challenge of refining, the excruciating attention to detail.
Book #3 in the WISE Enquiries Agency Mysteries (currently entitled The Murdered Miniaturist,
but that could change) is at the stage where it’s contracted for, and I have a deadline of June 20th
to get the manuscript to my publisher with agreed structural changes having been made to what
is currently the fifth draft. This will mean I have to, essentially, pull the book apart, delete one
sub-plot and insert another plotline, with new characters that then have to be woven through the
entire work. It sounds scary, but (having done this before) I know it won’t be as bad as it feels
right now, before I begin. It will then go to my editor (who works for Severn House) who’ll go
through the manuscript with a fine-toothed comb and get back to me with notes, which I will
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work through. We’ll finally agree it’s ready for proof-checking, and then I’ll go through notes on
that part of the process. I’m looking forward to it – I enjoy being with “The WISE Women” as I
call my characters in this series.
The slight “challenge” I face is that I expect to receive notes from my editor at TouchWood
Editions about Cait Morgan Mystery #8 (entitled The Corpse with the Ruby Lips – that’s set) any
day now. I’m one stage further along with this book than the WISE book, but a bit of a problem
with scheduling means I’m going to have to do what sounds a bit like brain-mashing, by working
on both manuscripts at the “same time”. How will I handle this? One during the day, one at
night. That’s the best I can do.
Usually, when I am writing and working through my own editing and redrafting, I give up most
of my daytime work hours to organizing events, writing guest blogs, writing for the two blogs
where I’m a regular contributor (7 Criminal Minds every other Wednesday and Killer Characters
on the 22nd of each month) as well as prepping for Blog Tours for book launches (I had four
books published last year) and the work and various committee meetings I undertake for Crime
Writers of Canada (I am Chair for the next two years). That, plus using Facebook and Twitter to
promote my work and build and maintain relationships with readers I meet in the digital world
(and having six grandchildren, five acres, two dogs and a husband to tend to – yes, I thought
about the order!) takes up a good deal of time, so I write when everyone’s gone to bed – from
about 9.30pm until I realize I’m typing what looks like a poor hand at Scrabble…maybe 1-2am.
But for the rest of this June, it’ll be a bit different; I’ll have to switch from the Welsh stately
home of Chellingworth Hall and the nearby village of Anwen-by-Wye, where the four women of
the WISE Enquiries Agency run their business, to Budapest - where Cait Morgan is having a
challenging time trying to work out whether a cold case back in Canada is connected to the Cold
War, or whether being so far from her Canadian home without her retired-cop husband is addling
her thought process. Cait’s stories are told in the first person, the WISE women each have their
own point of view chapters. It’ll be a blast (I hope!). My plan is to work with the WISE women
during the day, and Cait at night. With a break to make and eat dinner with my husband in
between the two, that should give me enough head-space to shift location, storytelling style and
voice.
Yes, I’m giving the impression I don’t know how it will go, and that’s true; I’ve never done this
before. I’ve worked on the two series for a couple of years, but with only one book on the go at a
time, thanks to some canny scheduling. Now the planets have aligned to no longer allow that to
be the case, I plan to cope. I have to cope. Somehow.
That’s the thing, you see; there are always new challenges in this writing life. Last year was the
first time I’d written four books in a year, but I know I won’t do that again. I managed it, but my
family and home life suffered because of it, and that’s not fair on anyone. I have agreed to write
three books this calendar year; one’s the WISE #3 I mentioned above, one will be Cait #9, the
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third will be WISE #4. Two books have been launched in the US/Canada this year so far (WISE
#2 and Cait #7) and Cait #8 and WISE #3 will be published before it’s 2017. It’ll still be a busy
time, but I am (I think/hope) becoming a smarter worker. I’m a detailed outliner, and I don’t use
any programs to schedule characters/timelines; I found the use of technology took too much time
in itself. Nope, it’s good, old-fashioned pencil and paper for me (and the frequent use of an
eraser!).
I’m fortunate to have the deals and the deadlines I do. And I know it. My parents always taught
me the harder you work, the luckier you get. Like I said, I’m a lucky girl, so I’d better keep my
head down, and get back to this manuscript!
WHO IS Cathy Ace?
Cathy Ace was born and raised in Swansea, South Wales, worked for decades in marketing
communications, and migrated to Canada in 2000. Having traveled the world for work and
pleasure for many years, Cathy put her knowledge of the cultures, history, art and food she
encountered to good use in The Cait Morgan Mysteries – a series of traditional closed-circle
murder mysteries featuring a globetrotting professor of criminal psychology. Ace’s other series is
set in her native Wales: The WISE Enquiries Agency Mysteries feature four female professional
investigators, one of whom is Welsh, one Irish, one Scottish and one English, aided and abetted
by a sleuthing dowager duchess. They tackle quirky British cases from their base at a Welsh
stately home – the ancient seat of the Twyst family, the Dukes of Chellingworth, set in the rolling
countryside of the Wye Valley in Powys, near the picturesque village of Anwen-by-Wye.
Cathy lives in beautiful British Columbia, where her ever-supportive husband and two chocolate
Labradors make sure she’s able to work full-time as an author, and enjoy her other passion –
gardening. Bestselling author Ace is the 2015 winner of the Bony Blithe Award for Best
Canadian Light Mystery (for Cait Morgan Mystery #4, The Corpse with the Platinum Hair).
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Cathy-Ace-Author-318388861616661/
Twitter: @AceCathy
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Writing A Crime Series
By Barbara Fradkin

Series are all the rage in crime fiction. Readers love reconnecting with their favourite fictional
companions and following the ongoing ups and downs of their personal lives quite apart from the
drama of the particular mystery. There is nothing better than spending a few days in the company
of an engaging, at times infuriating, but always interesting old friend. And wondering what he or
she will get up to next.
Writers of series often remark, somewhat wryly, that readers never comment on the mystery plot
itself, no matter how surprising, clever, or poignant it is, but on whether the detective’s wife will
divorce him (finally) or have another child, or whatever. I’ve received numerous emails from
readers warning me, “Don’t you dare kill off the father!” This despite the fact that Green’s father
is now tottering into his nineties.
Publishers love series because readers do, and because once a reader discovers a series, they
often read every book in it while eagerly awaiting the next. As a result, in the crime fiction
world, readership builds with each new book, and books that were published ten or fifteen years
ago still have a life. The first book in my Inspector Green series, DO OR DIE, was published in
2000, but since it continues to sell, my publisher keeps it in print. In fact, all my books are still in
print. In today’s publishing reality, fifteen years is a long life for a book.
The question for this blog, however, is not whether readers or publishers love series; it is whether
writers do. I can answer that question for myself only, but I suspect other writers feel the same.
We have mixed feelings. We love that readers become connected and wait eagerly for the next
book. We love that our publishers say, “Yes, bring on the next one!” We also love that we can
slip effortlessly into the circle of characters we have created, picking up at the point in their lives
where we left them in the last book and continuing to explore and develop their stories.
Embarking on a new Inspector Green novel was always like walking into a family reunion.
I have spent more time with these characters than with my actual family; I have created and lived
through every one of their crises, whether professional or personal. I have walked with them,
argued with them, agonized over their choices and created their moments of triumph and
catastrophic despair. I love all my characters. Not just Michael Green, but his rebellious
daughter, his wise, long-suffering wife, his father struggling with old age and loneliness, his
work colleagues Sullivan, Jules, Peters and Gibbs. I have put them through all the challenges that
life throws at us. I care what happens to them.
And yet, for most serious writers, there comes a time to break free. To make new friends and
explore the struggles of new people. Time to explore new story styles and structures, and new
settings. No writer wants to feel they have written this story before. No writer wants to feel
constrained and straitjacketed by the cast of characters and the setting just because the public and
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the publisher demands it.
Luckily for me, Orca Books came along with a proposal for a series of easy-read, short novels
with adult themes but a fast-paced, engaging, bare-bones style aimed at readers who lack the
time, the patience, or the English reading skills to commit to a three hundred-page book. This
allowed me to explore a whole new style, setting, and cast of characters. I created Cedric
O’Toole, a simple country handyman who loves to tinker with junk and who lives on the hardscrabble farm he inherited from his mother.
Solving crimes is the farthest thing from Cedric’s mind; yet he keeps stumbling upon trouble he
can’t ignore. Cedric is the antithesis of the Green, who is a committed crime fighter and die-hard
city boy. And the setting –poor, rural Eastern Ontario—is the opposite of Ottawa. It has been fun
to leave one set of characters behind and immerse myself in the country world of Cedric
O’Toole, and it has helped keep me sane. Over four years I have written three Cedric O’Toole
books, the latest being THE NIGHT THIEF.
Meanwhile, however, I have written ten police procedurals set in Ottawa (with the occasional
foray afield), all featuring the same Ottawa setting (with minor variations) and the same hero.
Michael Green and his entourage have become old, much loved friends. In each book I have tried
to push the boundaries of the story structure.
I have sent Green to Montreal, to Halifax, and up to the wilds of the NorthWest Territories. I
have thrown him back into a historical case that may have gone entirely wrong. Ten books feels
like a milestone, both a reason to celebrate and a reason to wrap it up. Not forever. I want to
develop new characters, experiment with a more adventure-thriller style, and explore all the
varied beauty the Canadian landscape has to offer. I hope to come back to Green refreshed,
delighted to reconnect with him, and with a new perspective on the classic story structure of the
police procedural.
So far I have a contract for three books in a new Amanda Doucette series. This time, finally, I
have a female hero, and I have a setting that, although classically Canadian, changes with each
book. The series will be travelling across Canada, with the first book, FIRE IN THE STARS
(September 2016), set in Newfoundland, and the second, THE TRICKSTER’S LULLABY, in
Quebec’s world-famous Mont Tremblant. I imagine that eventually I will hit the Pacific (or
Arctic) Ocean and the series will have run its course.
Green and I stumbled upon each other fifteen years ago, when I had no idea I was writing a
series and no idea where I was going to take him. But the secret to his longevity is that I created
a sleuth I enjoyed being with; yes, he was flawed and infuriating but always passionately on the
side of right. I, and by extension the reader, could care about whether he succeeded, and cringe
for him when he messed up. Life with Green was never dull.
Furthermore, I had him grow and change over the series, as each new case brought new
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challenges to his life, and changes to his personal life as well. My motto in this was, never let
him get comfortable. What new struggles can he face, and what new challenges can I throw at
him?
A hero who has a real life outside work that we can all relate to; a hero who stumbles and yet,
with our encouragement, overcomes; a hero whom the writer is happy to spend three hundred
pages and fifteen years with—this is a successful series hero! Cedric, with his more modest aims
but equally heroic challenges, is also a worthy keeper. I love to come back to him, leaving Green
in the city and immersing myself in Cedric’s bumbling, quirky life.
I have learned a thing or two about what makes a sustainable character over the years—real life
struggles, flaws, a passionate heart, a determination to overcome—but in the end, there is a little
magic to it. I can only hope Amanda Doucette will have that spark of magic in her too.
WHO IS Barbara Fradkin?
Barbara Fradkin is a retired psychologist and multiple award-winning mystery author whose
work with children and families provides much of the insight and inspiration for her stories. She
has an affinity for the dark side and her compelling short stories haunt several magazines and
anthologies, including the recently released, Poe-inspired nEvermore! Tales of Murder,
Mystery, and the Macabre.
However, she is best known for her gritty, psychological detective novels, which have been
nominated four times for the Arthur Ellis Award for Best Novel from Crime Writers of Canada,
and have won the award twice. She also writes an easy-read series for reluctant readers which
features simple country handyman Cedric O'Toole, and has recently embarked on a new series
featuring Amanda Doucette, an adventurous, passionate but struggling international aid worker
who is looking for healing and new direction.
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How to Write Mob Comedies in your own Home Town, and not get Taken Out by the
Family
by Melodie Campbell

It all closed in on me at the launch of THE GODDAUGHTER mob caper in Hamilton. Eightyfive people stood waiting.
The local television station had cameras in my face. So far, it had been an easy interview focused
on my awards and comedy career. The fellow was charming. I liked him a lot. Then he dropped
the bomb.
“So…have you ever met a member of the mob?”
I didn’t like him so much anymore.
Yikes! Hesitation. A lot of feet shuffling.
“Yes,” I said, very precisely. So precisely, that everyone in the room laughed nervously. “In fact,
I had to wait until certain members of my family died before getting this book published. ‘Nuf
said.’”
The ‘nuf said’ was the closure. He got it. Being a smart lad, he even let it drop.
Because frankly, I was speaking the truth. I did wait until certain people died. Some of them
were in Sicily, but more were in Canada. Some even died from natural causes. (“He died
cleaning his rifle” was an unfortunate family expression, meaning something entirely different, if
you get my drift.)
This made me think about how close you want to get in a book to real life.
As writers, we research a hell of a lot. Of course, I did research for The Goddaughter
series. Some of the study was pretty close to home, as I riffed on memories from my childhood.
My first memory is of a family reunion at a remote farmhouse in Southern Ontario. I was about
three, and tears were streaming down my face. Big scary uncles picked me up. They tried to
console me by speaking softly. But I couldn’t understand them because they were speaking in
Italian, or more precisely, Sicilian.
Those were the days of Brio and cannoli after mass on Sunday mornings. And gossip about other
relatives, one of whom was a famous boxer. My aunt’s friend, the singer (one of a trio of sisters)
who could not escape the clutches of a mob underboss in the States; he wouldn’t let her go. I
remember the aunts clamming up about this, when I ventured into the room looking for Mom.
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I was a darling of the family, with dark curly hair and big evergreen eyes. Later, when I grew up
curvy and was tall enough to model, they doted on me. So my memories of growing up in such a
family are decidedly warped.
They were warm and loving. Very witty. Loads of fun. And massively protective.
In the screwball comedy THE GODDAUGHTER REVENGE, you will find a mob family that is
funny and rather delightful. Gina loves them, but hates the business. She is always trying to put it
behind her, and somehow gets sucked back in to bail them out. I wanted to show that
ambivalence. You are supposed to love your family and support them. But what if your family is
this one?
How close is too close to home? I do cut pretty close in describing Hamilton. The streets are real.
The names of the neighbourhoods are real. I even describe the location of the restaurant where
the mob (in my books) hangs out. I changed the name, of course, because the last thing I want is
readers thinking this hot resto is really a mob hangout. And besides, it’s fun when fans email me
to say, “When they all meet at La Paloma, did you really mean XXX?” Readers feel they’ve
been part of an in-joke.
THE GODDAUGHTER series is meant to be laugh-out-loud funny. But there is an adage that
states: Comedy is tragedy barely averted.
No kidding. I’ve been writing comedy all my adult life.
WHO IS Melodie Campbell?
The Toronto Sun called her Canada’s “Queen of Comedy.” Library Journal compared her to
Janet Evanovich. Melodie Campbell got her start writing standup. She has won nine awards for
fiction, including the 2014 Derringer and the 2014 Arthur Ellis (Canada) for The
Goddaughter’s Revenge.
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The Monsters Within
by Donna Galanti

In some movies and books, the monsters are obvious. But are the monsters inside us? In the first
two books of my paranormal suspense Element Trilogy, A Human Element and A Hidden
Element, I write about monstrous characters.
Adrian wields power over his people with fear.
In A Human Element, X-10 appears to be the obvious monster. He is deformed. He kills. He
seeks blood and revenge. He has no remorse. Yet as we come to discover it’s a combination of
his genes and environment – the line between monster and victim begins to blur.
I am drawn to writing stories that feature the monsters inside us; the things we fear, battle, and
seek escape from. Sometimes we need to face them to conquer them. I even faced them in my
own real nightmares once and survived, which could be why I write about them.
And sometimes we create the very monsters we fear who are really to be pitied, like Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein. We can identify with him as we have all felt like an outcast, rejected and
unloved at times. Is he truly the monster or is it the human who created him?
X-10 in A Human Element can be seen as a monster in the book. Yet, while his genes and
environment have made him what he is, should he be feared or pitied? Or both? You can meet
him here.
I believe the true monsters in A Human Element lie beneath the surface of characters that are not
so obviously monstrous on the outside.
•
•
•
•

The abusive foster father.
The scientist who tortures his experiment.
The doctor who sells a baby.
The men who kidnap and torture a sailor.

Do they get what they deserve in the end? You’ll have to read to find out…
I created a new kind of monster in book 2, A Hidden Element, with Adrian. He is menacing and
evil and to be feared, but pitied too. In the book we begin with Caleb, the son of Adrian, forced
against his will by his father to a new land. We watch, through his eyes, as his father wields his
evil power over innocent folk and how Caleb vows to never become like him – a monster.
I am compelled to write about light and dark residing side by side. To me, writing is all about
passion – feeling the good and feeling the bad. And I want to feel it all. To explore the twin sides
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of our human nature: the good inside us, the dark inside us – one book at a time.
WHO IS Donna Galanti?
Donna Galanti is the author of A Human Element and A Hidden Element (Imajin Books), the
first two award-winning, bestselling books in the paranormal suspense Element Trilogy, and the
middle grade fantasy adventure series Joshua and The Lightning Road (Month9Books). Donna is
a contributing editor to International Thriller Writers the Big Thrill magazine and blogs at
Project Mayhem. She lives in Pennsylvania with her family in an old farmhouse. Visit her at
www.ElementTrilogy.com and www.DonnaGalanti.com.
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The Feisty Female Sleuth
by Catherine Astolfo

Even before Miss Marple, there was a spirited female, middle-aged and widowed, who partnered
up with Scotland Yard to solve crimes (1860’s). Mrs. Paschal was not afraid to eschew the
traditional trappings of a lady back then (e.g. crinolines) to chase after the bad guys.
As I began to read mystery novels, and then write my own, I realized very quickly that I love
kickass heroines. Whether they are amateur or professional sleuths, I admire their courage,
ingenuity and flaunting of social norms.
I started with Nancy Drew, of course, who never obeyed her father, drove a cool car and plunged
headlong into danger. I discovered that I like raunchy heroines such as Lisbeth Salander, V.I.
Warshawski, Kinsey Milhone, Joanne Kilbourn, Gina Gallo, Kate Garrett, Li Fa-Ling, Bliss
Moonbeam Cornwall…oh I could go ON and ON and ON, but I have now covered all the
authors who paid me.
As I explored the phenomenon of kickass heroines, I realized that there are a lot of layers to
these women. Here is a list of some of my favorite characteristics for our female kickass
heroines.
1
2
3

A heroine who has a “distinct self apart from the hero”. Not that some of us don’t want a
man or another woman, we just don’t need them.
Our favorite female characters are “universal archetypes and uniquely flawed individuals
all at once”.
My favorites display all their traditional feminine qualities, but use these as a source of
strength, not weakness (e.g. tenderness, intuition, empathy).

So what female heroine did I create for my four-book mystery series? Emily Taylor, middle-aged
principal of a small town elementary school. How does she become kickass? Her love for her
husband, her protective qualities, including empathy and nurturing, compel her to act. In every
situation, she is drawn to danger only when the people who mean very much to her are
threatened. Emily is flawed, but she’s also courageous and smart.
In Sweet Karoline, Anne is a form of anti-heroine. I love her because she’s the opposite of what
a reader might expect from a female. She has her reasons for the way she behaves!
Kira Callahan, star of my new novella series, is a retired investigative reporter with a natural
affinity for mystery. She may be a senior citizen, but boy can she still kick ass.
WHO IS Catherine Astolfo?
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Catherine Astolfo is an Arthur Ellis winning author of short stories. Five novels and a novella are
published by Imajin Books and have been optioned for film by Sisbro & Co. Inc. A Derrick
Murdoch award winner, she is a Past President of Crime Writers of Canada, and a member of
both Mesdames of Mayhem and Sisters in Crime.
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Chapter 3
Writing Advice
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Listen To Your instincts
by Judy Alter

The writer’s world today is filled with advice for using computer programs to track your
characters, follow the time elapsed in your WIP, keep track of plot episodes, and even plot. I
don’t use a one of them. Partly because I fear a steep learning curve but more because I am not
only a pantser but what you might call an unstructured writer. I simply sit down and write.
Somewhere along the way I may make a list of characters—helpful in book five to go back to the
book two list and see what that guy’s name really was (I once wrote a children’s three-book
series in which Jeb was featured in the first two but became Josh in the third. “Who’s Josh?” my
editor wrote). I generally have a loose idea of where the novel is going, but then a character
surprises me, or an idea comes out of the blue, and the whole thing changes course. That’s why I
hate having to write a synopsis until the book is finished.
I’m not sure I believe writing is a precise craft. I think it’s an important art in which the words
should flow as they come to you, rather than you getting them from a spreadsheet or folder of
incidents. I remember Erma Bombeck writing that she’d rather scrub floors than face an empty
computer screen (or was it a typewriter page in her day?). I’m sure artists feel the same way
about a blank canvas, but few paint by numbers.
Old wisdom says “Listen to your characters, and they’ll tell you what’s going to happen.” I
know few successful writers who don’t adhere to that maxim. Sometimes it may surprise you;
sometimes, as it recently did with me, it may require rewriting whole sections—or a whole book.
Sometimes a minor character will try to take over a book—let him or her. They were probably
meant to be more prominent.
My favorite example is not a mystery: it’s the award-winning The Wolf and the Buffalo, by the
late Texas novelist Elmer Kelton. Kelton started out to write about a buffalo soldier—a recently
freed slave who joins the army and is sent to Texas. But a Comanche chief kept intruding on the
story, and Elmer couldn’t quiet him. The book turned out to be equally about them—the chief
representing a dying culture, the buffalo soldier representing new opportunity.
I once sat at a stop sign, looked at the house katty-corner from me, and thought, “There’s a
skeleton in a dead space in that house.” And that was the birth of my novel, Skeleton in a
Dead Space. Another time I was three-quarters of the way through a novel, and I still didn’t
know who the bad guy was. One day it came to me—and I had to go back and write him more
prominently into early parts of the story.
One more example: I was working on a novel tentatively titled Murder at the Mansion, a title I
found very ordinary though I was pleased with the way the novel was progressing. One day as
the protagonists drove onto the mansion grounds, suddenly there was a peacock. The whole flock
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of peacocks became central to the plot, and the title was Murder at Peacock Mansion. A whole
lot more interesting, and it led to a gorgeous cover, one of my all-time favorites.
This is unconventional writing advice, and I recognize it. It may also be why I’m not a bestselling author. But it works for me.
WHO IS Judy Alter?
An award-winning novelist, Judy Alter is the author of six books in the Kelly O’Connell
Mysteries series: Skeleton in a Dead Space, No Neighborhood for Old Women, Trouble in a Big
Box, Danger Comes Home, Deception in Strange Places, and Desperate for Death. She also
writes the Blue Plate Café Mysteries—Murder at the Blue Plate Café, Murder at the Tremont
House and the current Murder at Peacock Mansion. Finally, with the 2014 The Perfect Coed, she
introduced the Oak Grove Mysteries.
She is also the author of several fictional biographies of women of the American West, including
Libby Custer, Jessie Frémont, Wild West Show roper Lucille Mulhall, pioneer physician Georgia
Arbuckle Fix (in Mattie), and Etta Place of the Hole in the Wall Gang. Her latest book, just
released, is The Gilded Cage, set in late nineteenth-century Chicago.
Her work has been recognized with awards from the Western Writers of America, the Texas
Institute of Letters, and the National Cowboy Museum and Hall of Fame. She has been honored
with the Owen Wister Award for Lifetime Achievement by WWA and inducted into the Texas
Literary Hall of Fame and the WWA Hall of Fame.
Judy is retired as director of TCU Press, the mother of four grown children and the grandmother
of seven. She and her dog, Sophie, live in Fort Worth, Texas.
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What’s In A Name?
by Teagan Riordain Geneviene

What do you think about names – generally? Or do you think about them? Most people don’t. I
however, could really enjoy a big metaphysical discussion about names, but that’s not where I’m
headed here. When I started this blog, I promised myself I’d stick to things related to writing or
my books.
Names are incredibly important in life and in fiction. The names of my pets were something I
chose very carefully, to suit them.
I’m just as meticulous in choosing the names of my characters. The right name can pull you into
the mystery of the story, or lend a dramatic tone. When I write a classic type of fantasy, I go all
out – researching name meanings and origins, and making sure they fit the traits of the character.
For stories located in the real world (fantasy or not), such as Atonement, Tennessee, I don’t
always go to such lengths. Even so, each name speaks strongly to me about the who, what, and
where of the character. Right now, I’m showing installments of my novel The Guitar Mancer at
my blog. The name-meaning of the heroine is carefully interwoven into the story.
There are a lot of cool sites about names and their meanings and origins. Yeah, I know — I’m a
total research geek…but check out a few of the websites sometime. You already know that you
can find an Internet site for just about anything. There are sites that list names of various myth
figures, gods and goddesses, and summaries of the myths. Also, I’m sure you’ve seen at least one
of the “baby name” sites. I even found one that list names by their popularity, by state, per year.
It’s actually a cool resource if you want to find a character name that’s typical, or common for a
given area and time, to help enhance the story in a subtle way.
I’ve used so many of these sites, I won’t try to list them all here. However, I liked this one
(below), and thought it was general enough for other people to find it interesting. It’s divided by
state. For the most recent years, it lists names for each year, but if you scroll down it gives an
average over a five-year range. I liked that because it gave me a wide-ranging picture of what
characters might populate my story. I used it for Atonement, Tennessee since the research for
that National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo) novel had to be done in such a hurry. http://
pregnancy.about.com/od/localbabynames/a/statebabynames.htm
Okay, now I’m putting you to work. It’s time for a quick imagining of a story. Pick a state for the
setting. Then choose the average age for most of the people there (even go to a “city data” page
if you want to get the mean age in your chosen location), and figure out in what year they would
have been born. Then click on the closest year listed. Now look at those names and tell me what
images came to your mind. What did you see? Didn’t you see a group of people when you
looked at the names? What were they doing? Where did they go when they headed out their
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separate ways?
WHO IS Teagan Riordain Geneviene?
Teagan Ríordáin Geneviene, a southerner by birth, was "enchanted" by the desert southwest of
the USA when she moved there.
She had always devoured fantasy novels of every type. Then one day there was no new book
readily at hand for reading -- so she decided to write one. And she hasn't stopped writing since.
Her work is colored by her experiences in both the southern states and the southwest. Teagan
writes many types of fantasy, from what she likes to call "quest type" fantasy, to urban fantasy,
to fantasies with a dash of mystery. Her blog "Teagan's Books" contains serial stories written
according to contributions from viewers.
Major influences include Terry Brooks, David Eddings, Robert Jordan, and Charlaine Harris.
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The Mystery of Life…
by Eileen Schuh

It came to pass that there existed sensations that had never before been experienced. Gone was
the prevailing rhythmic warmth, replaced with cacophony.
I would later learn words for those new sensations–light, sound, cold, pain–and be taught to
recognize the distinctive pattern in the cacophony that was me.
But at the time, it was simply the moment of creation of both me and my world, for I
comprehended no separation. I would later learn that this was the moment I was born, the
moment I achieved a human identity and had rights bestowed on me. A moment, they say, in
time.
From whence I came and why, remains a mystery.
Perhaps because life is such a mystery, the human spirit is destined to revel in the Mystery genre,
the desire to know, written in our genes. Born with us.
I am a seeker and want not only to uncover my origin but also my destination. This is why I
enjoy mysteries that offer great resolutions.
This is why my novels are known for their thrilling elements of crime and surprisingly satisfying
endings.
May all your mysteries be marvelous and all your unexpected endings, uplifting and
empowering.
WHO IS Eileen Schuh?
Canadian author Eileen Schuh is known for her exploration of social issues and the human
psyche, thrilling elements of crime, and surprisingly satisfying endings.
She has published three novels in her young adult BackTracker series—THE TRAZ (which also
comes in a School Edition), FATAL ERROR and FIREWALLS. She’s also the proud author of
two adult SciFi novellas, SCHRÖDINGER’S CAT and DISPASSIONATE LIES.
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THE Writer’s Seeing Eye
by Lisa de Nikolits

Ideas for crime novels. Where do they come from?
“We need to watch another episode of Forensic Files,” I said to my husband.
“It’s 2 a.m. on Christmas Day,” he replied, “We need to get some sleep, so we can enjoy
Christmas.”
“Ah, just one more,” I encouraged him. “It’s all research for me, and I’ll make you a fresh cup of
tea. Just one more!”
Research?
That’s what I tell myself anyway.
And it’s true that I have learned a lot about ethylene glycol and ketotic hyperglycinemia, blood
spatter, fingerprint analysis, handwriting analysis, the ever-famous DNA, toolmarkings and
ballistic analysis.
While the things those guys can do is just mind-blowingly amazing, two things struck me with
this program. The first is how stupid some people are when it comes to committing a crime.
Most of the time they leave behind a trail of evidence that is nearly a paint-by-numbers for the
detectives to solve.
And the second thing is the impulsivity of the crimes, which occur on the spur of the moment.
While I am full of admiration for Forensic Files, when it comes to novels, things are very
different. Readers have very little patience with stupid protagonists, and they are very quick to
spot any story inconsistencies or things that might not ring true in the flow of a crime committed.
In real life, how many times you have found yourself staying “real life really is stranger than
fiction” and it is stranger because it’s not reasoned out in the same way that we plot books, real
life crime just happens, and then people try to mop up the mess and sometimes they succeed and
sometimes they don’t.
My ideas for the crime in my novels comes from flights of my imagination. The big ‘what if?’
For example, my husband and I got confused while taking a ferry back from Sydney to
Cremorne Point – he got off while I didn’t and in that nano-second, I was convinced that he had
fallen into the black water of the Sydney harbor and drowned.
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He was fine, of course he was, he had gotten off while I had been photographing something and
there was nothing to it.
But my writer’s seeing eye saw him being ushered off the boat, with a gun tucked under his
armpit, and a gothic anarchist girl leading him away. I saw that a human trafficking gang had
confused him with his doppelganger, and that an innocuous picture that he had posted on
Instagram had caused all the confusion. I saw that my husband’s niece was involved in the
kidnapping, and that she was being haunted by the ghost of a woman who had been locked up in
an insane asylum.
None of which could have come from Forensic Files or crime stories from real life, but that said,
nothing is going to stop me from watching my favourite program – all for ‘research’ of course!
WHO IS Lisa de Nikolits?
Lisa de Nikolits is the author of five novels: The Hungry Mirror, West of Wawa, A Glittering
Chaos, The Witchdoctor’s Bones and Between The Cracks She Fell. Between The Cracks She
Fell was reviewed by the Quill & Quire and on recommended reading lists for Open Book
Toronto and 49th Shelf. Canadian Living magazine called it ‘a must-read book of 2015’.
Lisa has also been published in various anthologies and journals including Postscripts To
Darkness, Volume 6, 2015, Thirteen O’Clock, Maud.Lin House, the Canada Woman Studies
Journal, Hood and the Jellyfish Review.
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Character Inspiration
by Rosemary McCracken

What was the inspiration for the character of Pat Tierney?
As a journalist, I’ve written about personal finance and the financial services industry for the past
20 years. For these articles, I interview financial advisors and investment managers. I attend their
conferences. I know the issues they face and the concerns they have.
And when I was looking for a central character for a mystery series, Pat Tierney appeared fullblown in my mind. She has the traits of the people I admire most in the industry. She cares about
her clients. She’s a champion of small investors. She has sleepless nights when markets are
down.
Who is the most complex character in your novels?
Pat Tierney is undoubtedly the most complex character in the series. She’s committed to
restoring law, order and harmony in each book, but she also has a whack of family problems to
deal with. In Safe Harbor, she learns that that her late husband had another woman in his life and
fathered a child with her who is now seven.
Are there characters in your books who are similar to yourself?
Some readers think Pat Tierney is me, but nothing could be further from the truth. Pat is a
financial advisor, while I’m a journalist. She’s a mother who spends a lot of time worrying about
her family; I don’t have children. She’s also a much nicer person than I am: kind, compassionate
and always tries to do the right thing. Pat is definitely not me. But she is a person I’d like to be.
Your mysteries have appeared on Amazon’s top financial thriller list. What’s the draw of a
financial thriller?
Easy money is always alluring. We’ve all fantasized about what our lives would be like if we
won a big lottery prize or received a surprise inheritance. Money we didn’t have to work hard
for. Most of us are content to keep these thoughts as fantasies. But there are some people who
aren’t.
What are you currently working on?
I’m in the home stretch of writing the third Pat Tierney mystery, which opens three months after
the conclusion of Black Water. Like Black Water, it is set in Canadian cottage country, in a
fictitious community that bears a very strong resemblance to the real Haliburton Highlands north
of Toronto where I have a summer home.
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(Update by Kristina…Since writing this post, Raven Lake, the third Pat Tierney mystery was
published by Imajin Books in June 2016.)
Which author has influenced your work the most, and why?
Veteran Canadian mystery author Gail Bowen has been a wonderful influence. Gail read an
excerpt from an early draft of the Safe Harbor manuscript and suggested that I use a first-person
narrator instead of third-person. “The reader has to be inside Pat Tierney’s head all the way
through this book,” she said. Gail was absolutely correct! As soon as I started rewriting the
manuscript in first person, I knew it was the right way to go.
What’s your fiction writing schedule like?
Ideally, I’d like to sit down at my computer every morning around nine and write for three or
four hours. No rituals to get in the mood, just bum-in-the-chair. If I experience a bout of writers’
block, I’ll write character profiles during that time. Or try taking the story in different
directions…winging it, having a character in the chapter do something crazy and unplanned.
This type of exercise often loosens the block, and it sometimes produces useful material.
But that’s the ideal situation. In reality, my “other work,” journalism, often interferes. I may have
a morning interview scheduled or I may need to prepare for an interview later in the day. I just
write off those days for writing fiction, and try to get in my chair by 9 a.m. the following day.
What lessons did you learn as a pre-published author?
Never give up. And take advantage of every opportunity to get work published. I entered writing
contests, attended conferences and networked with other writers. And I had to learn not to let
negative comments about my work get me down. Negative comments are often just sour grapes.
WHO IS Rosemary McCracken?
Rosemary McCracken is a Toronto-based fiction and journalist. Safe Harbor, the first novel in
her Pat Tierney mystery series, was shortlisted for Britain’s Debut Dagger Award in 2010. It was
published by Imajin Books in 2012, followed by Black Water in 2013. “The Sweetheart
Scamster,” a Pat Tierney short story in the anthology, Thirteen, was a finalist for a 2014
Derringer Award.
Jack Batten, The Toronto Star’s crime fiction reviewer, calls Pat “a hugely attractive sleuth
figure.”
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Showing through Your Characters’ Senses
by C.S Lakin

One of the reasons readers willingly immerse themselves in a story is to be transported. Whether
it’s to another planet, another era—past or future—or just into a character’s daily life, readers
want to be swept away from their world and into another—the world of the writer’s imagination.
It’s challenging for writers to know how much detail to put in scenes to effectively transport a
reader. Too much can dump info, drag the pacing of the story, and bore or overwhelm.
Conversely, too little detail can create confusion or fail to evoke a place enough to rivet the
reader.
In addition to knowing how much detail to show, writers have to decide what kind of details to
use. I often read scenes in the manuscripts I critique, for example, that have characters engaging
in lots of gestures, such as rubbing a neck, bringing a hand to a cheek, pushing fingertips
together, turning or moving toward something—all for no clear reason.
Showing body movement, gestures, and expressions can be an effective way to indicate a
character’s emotional state, but this needs thoughtful consideration so that the gesture or
expression packs the punch desired.
It also important to show setting—and not just show it any old way. What is key to creating a
powerful setting is to show it through your character’s POV and in a way that feels significant.
Showing Significant Settings
When is setting significant to the reader? When it’s significant to the character.
That’s not to say every place you put your character has to evoke some strong emotion. A
character who goes around gushing, crying, or jumping in excitement over every locale will
appear to be missing some marbles.
But just as in real life, places affect us—some more than others. Each of us can think of
numerous places in our past that bring a flood of emotionally charged memories. Showing
setting colored by a character’s emotions is not only effective and powerful, it also captures real
life.
But let’s talk about those other settings. The ones that aren’t emotionally charged. The many
places in which you set your characters to play out your scenes. Some of those places are merely
backdrops, places your character traverses daily or on occasion. They’re not important, right?
Let me just pose this possibility: even though you’ve thought a bit about the locales for your
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scenes, it may be that you aren’t truly tapping into the power of setting.
Bring the Setting to Life
You may need to write a scene that shows a tense discussion between two characters. So you
stick them in the coffee shop, since it doesn’t matter where you put them. And, hey, a coffee
shop makes sense. Everyone goes to them. It shows the characters doing ordinary things.
Sure, put your characters there (but please not twenty times in a novel). Or do something more
interesting. I encourage writers to try to think up original, unique settings that bring a character’s
bigger world—town, city, region—alive. But even if a writer thinks up fresh and creative locales
in which to place her characters, those settings might still come across in a boring, ineffectual
way.
But it’s the conversation that matters, the writer argues. That’s what I want readers to pay
attention to. The setting is just a backdrop.
In many scenes, that may be true. But if a writer wants to transport her reader, she’ll think about
bringing the setting to life via sensory details—which are observed by the POV character.
Go through your scenes and look for these indications of flawed” telling” instead of
showing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summarizing important moments instead of playing them out in real time
Lack of sensory details to bring the scene alive: sights, smells, sounds, and textures,
brought out through the POV character’s senses
Detailing insignificant actions that aren’t important to the plot or don’t reveal anything
helpful about the characters (showing too much)
Not starting in the middle of something happening in real time; instead, setting up a scene
by explaining and filling in with information
Showing characters moving (driving, walking, etc.) from one location to another when
those actions are not useful to the story
Numerous paragraphs of narrative that summarize interaction between characters and
lack actual dialogue, gestures, and/or body language
Excessive use of gestures, body language, and “body feelings” to show emotion instead
of alternating or replacing with internal thoughts that imply the emotion
Showing setting not presented through the POV character and void of sensory detail

Setting is so often overlooked, but it can be a powerful element in your story, so don’t neglect it.
WHO IS C.S. Lakin?
C.S. Lakin is a multipublished novelist and writing coach. She works full-time as a copyeditor
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and critiques about two hundred manuscripts a year. She teaches writing workshops and gives
instruction on her award-winning blog Live Write Thrive.
The latest book in The Writer’s Toolbox Series is now available for sale on Amazon: 5 Editors
Tackle the 12 Fatal Flaws of Fiction Writing. Get yours here.
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Setting Up Suspects
By J.D Hawkins

In mystery and suspense writing, the last thing a writer wants to do is to make it obvious who
committed a murder or perpetrated whatever crime or event that is at the heart of the story.
There are different ways to lead the reader through a labyrinth of clues in a way that will provide
plenty of the mental exercise of working it out that most mystery readers crave. One method is to
have the perpetrator hide in plain sight; someone close to the main protagonist who appears to be
above suspicion until a sequence of clues slowly begins to reveal that all is not how it seems.
Another approach is to single out an innocent character and make them look like the guilty party,
diverting attention away from the real culprit until the very end. Sometimes these two techniques
are used in combination to good effect.
My own favorite process, however, is to set up several suspects, each with a possible means and
motive, so that the reader is kept guessing until the very end. This scenario has been used by
some of the most famous and popular mystery writers of all time; Agatha Christie and Arthur
Conan Doyle to name two. Especially in the realm of murder mysteries, the story quickly
becomes a whirlpool of clues and diversions that lead the reader (and the protagonist) on a merry
chase to sort out what is relevant and what might be a decoy or distraction from the real solution.
In A Spark of Justice, my protagonist is an insurance investigator who has to determine whether
the death of a lion tamer was an accident or a premeditated murder. This gave me a lot of scope
for presenting alternative possibilities. Like many writers, I drew from my own past experience
that made me aware of life within the circus environment to depict a closed society of people
who would make the investigator's job more difficult.
I also set up several possible suspects; the jealous and possibly unfaithful wife, the mistress who
might have discovered that her lover had led her along with false promises, various co-workers
within the circus environment who might have carried their own grudges and not least of all, the
possibility that it had actually been an accident. Investigator John Nieves has plenty of motive
and opportunity to sift through, while also confronting questions of his own identity and desires
for his future.
A good mystery story has multiple levels so that the reader gets to know not just the protagonist,
but also all the main suspects. They become familiar, like people known in real life. Whether
they would be capable of murder provides food for thought and speculation.
In the circus world I chose for my story, the deadly predators; the big cats, provided an additional
level of familiarity with a non-human form of character as well as an alternative possibility; was
it just a fluke of circumstance in a high risk profession where a wild animal was only doing what
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came naturally? As a cat lover myself, I have to confess that including the big cats among the
characters my readers get to know was a pleasurable indulgence, as well as a source for comedy
value. The pranks played on the investigator by the circus people add a sense of fun and
adventure to what would otherwise be a very serious situation. Bringing the Circys (circus
people) under suspicion also added conspiracy to the list of possible solutions.
The art of mystery writing is in setting someone up. Whether the antagonist appears to be an
innocent party, one of a collection of suspects or a bystander who the reader doesn't give a
second thought until the big reveal in the final conclusion, someone gets set up to take the fall.
Half the fun of reading in this genre is to try to work out who and why. The writer's job is to
answer those questions before the end, as well as providing a stimulating story and memorable
characters to love, hate or fear along the way.
In my next book, Sabertooth, it is my characters who face the mystery. Are the murders in Los
Angeles being committed by a serial killer or by an animal? The readers may think they know
the obvious answer all along, but in the end, they just might be wrong.
WHO IS J.D. Hawkins?
J.D. Hawkins is a native of Los Angeles where most of his stories are set, but has also lived in
Hawaii and the Midwest States. He spent part of his youth traveling with a carnival and has lived
through many real life adventures that include hitchhiking cross country and living through one
of L.A.'s more famous earthquakes.
He began writing stories in high school and has turned his hand to writing Mystery and Thriller
novels, intentionally devising more original themes than the usual police procedurals and
standard murder mysteries.
He once seriously considered becoming a lion tamer and fantasized owning a zoo as a child. He
still gives regular thought to becoming involved with a Big Cat sanctuary and this love of wild
felines may come out in the plots of some of his stories.
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Your friends should know they’re fair game if you’re a writer
By Jessica Norrie

So says a more established writer friend, with plays on the West End stage and on exam
syllabuses, who runs workshops and appears on BBC culture programmes. I haven’t yet heard
her comments on “The Infinity Pool”, which means she may not have recognised the at best
quirky and at worst nasty detail that I shamelessly plucked from my first encounter with her. I
hope that what seemed funny at the time, and has been commented on by many readers, will not
spoil a friendship.
No such problem with the yoga teacher in my novel, “The Infinity Pool”. He’s everything a yoga
teacher should be, wise, relaxed, humorous, fit and athletic, sympathetic, adaptable to different
levels, sensible, stable, demanding to the point of stimulus but not stress, in command but
without notions of hierarchy. Michael Stewart, who appears as Satnam in the book, I salute you!
And anyone looking for a yoga teacher (although he gets around, last heard of in Mexico) should
Google him. I thought I couldn’t have given a better testimonial – but then someone said he was
“creepy”.
But what of the hero/antihero/semi hero? At the start of the story he’s attacked and left for dead;
the mystery concerns how his disappearance affects others, why it happened, whodunnit, and
whether that’s the end of him. He WAS based, to some extent, on someone I knew. Someone I
didn’t think I liked, because I disapproved of him.
I thought he manipulated people, dangerously, leading them to disclose inner thoughts and
feelings too quickly for safe processing. Where a therapist might allocate months or even years,
this guy had people unburdening themselves in two weeks, often getting very upset along the
way. I changed his age, his appearance and manner, but it was essentially him and when I
thought I’d kill him, it may have come from my anger.
Strangely, as I progressed, I began to like him. I took his part, tried to present his actions more
sympathetically – in fact I fell for him. I chose his shirts more carefully and paid attention to his
footwear. I even came to agree with some of his ideas, though I still took my debunking
responsibility seriously. He began to stand a chance of survival.
It’s surprising how far back one can go in selecting people on whom to model characters. Aged
eighteen, I was in a class with two ravishing girls of Greek Cypriot origin, best friends who
turned heads everywhere, but who, though attractively and sexily dressed, were always correct
and traditional in their behaviour. I hardly knew these girls; they were pleasant but we moved in
different circles and I was too in awe of their perfect looks to approach them much. One of them
became Maria in the book, and yet I’m sure I hadn’t thought of her for thirty years until she
turned up in my story.
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Few people are all good or bad, in life or in good fiction. Ruby, Bernard, Megan and Chris are all
composites of people I’ve known. I should apologise to “Ruby” for giving her an unattractive
drink problem as well as generosity of spirit and an intriguing wardrobe; in the spirit of remorse I
did try and redeem her. Bernard has origins in a man I once dated for a short while: grumpy, and
superior but highly intelligent and actually quite warm and vulnerable under a pompous exterior.
It’s quite fun to improve such characters as you go along, teaching them and yourself a lesson in
the process.
I’m told I write a good location and the setting is of course itself a character. And this one IS a
composite–loosely based on a place I holidayed in but with details changed and huge liberties
taken. As soon as I arrived, I thought, what a great setting for a whodunit. But if it was really as
poorly run, as ramshackle, as un health and safety conscious, as turbulent as I paint it, there
would have been no story and they would not still be running highly praised “holistic breaks”.
I’m keeping mum about the exact location, although anyone who’s been there will recognise it
straight away. That’s just another small mystery for the other readers to solve.
WHO IS Jessica Norrie?
Jessica Norrie was born in London and studied French Literature at the University of Sussex and
Education at the University of Sheffield. She taught in Paris and Dijon, and in the UK has taught
English, French and Spanish to age groups from 5 to 80 in almost every educational setting
possible.
She took a break from teaching when her two children were small, to study for and work as a
freelance translator. She has also published occasional journalism and collaborated on a Primary
French textbook (“Célébrons les Fêtes”, with Jan Lewandowski, Scholastic 2009).
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Five Tips to Help You Write a Novel
by Kat Flannery

1. Start with a Bang!
The beginning of a book is where you will set the stakes for your story. How do you do this?
Start your story with tension, action, or a problem. I always begin with a conflict. This enables
me to introduce the reader to the plot in a way that will grip them and hopefully keep them
turning the pages.
In freelance, journalism, short stories, novellas etc. the key ingredient is to hook your reader, just
as you’d hook a publisher when querying them; writing a novel is no different. Bring the reader
into your story by setting up the action. Keep your reader engaged by giving droplets of
information about your character and the plot, or sub plots while building toward the climax of
the story.
2. Backstory and Exposition
As authors we are always told to keep the story moving forward. When telling backstory writers
often get confused with how to continue forward when it is a contradiction to the rule. Tell, not
show the reader in a paragraph, or page important facts relevant to the character or setting.
Exposition is breaking away from the action to give information. You will need to decide when it
is appropriate to place necessary background facts within your novel. This can be tricky, but
always remember the story comes first.
Do not bog down the plot with flashbacks of exposition. What I like to always remember for
exposition is…telling it when the story allows.
* Three ways to present your exposition is to place it into the scene, put it between scenes, or let
a character explain.
3. Characters
Write them to be tangible. If your character is the antagonist, who is a serial killer, explain how
they became this way by foreshadowing, inner dialogue, and actions of other characters. Do not
assume your reader doesn’t care who the antagonist is because he is the bad guy. Make it
believable, and always ask yourself why, when flushing out character biographies.
Do not change the rules. Characters that don’t follow his/her actions will pull the reader from the
story. When you’ve written a character that is shy and timid then all of a sudden she is
argumentative and abrasive you will piss your reader off. There is nothing like being stopped
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dead in a book from poor characterization. If your character starts out meek and mild but you
want her to become stronger, build toward it. Do not change her in a few pages. People don’t
behave this way. Keep it real.
4. Sub plots
Well handled, subplots can deepen the story’s background, and be used as pacing to turn the
action from a break in the plot. If you’re going to have one or two subplots pertaining to the main
characters, start the first one right in the beginning of the story. If you’re choosing to have your
subplot around someone other than your protagonist, allow the reader to get to know them first
before starting the subplot.
Subplots should be woven throughout the novel, each taking a turn at being the central point of
the story. This can be complicated, and I’d advise taking notes on subplots so you don’t get
confused.
Tie up loose ends. Like plots, subplots need development, crisis, and resolution. Even if the
subplot is minimal, treat it the same way you would your plot. Mention to it once in a while
throughout the story. Try to write the subplots predicament to be directly involved with the main
plot.
5. Resolution
This is the end of your story. Similar to the beginning, the end will solve the problem you’ve
built the reader up to throughout the whole story. Endings can come in three ways, happy,
unhappy or both together. It is up to you, and the story you’ve written as to which way you will
end things.
The resolution is the winding down of the rocky middle. Here you will resolve the central
conflict. The main plot will end, and if you choose to write a series, you can keep a sub plot
open, but do not leave the reader guessing on your central plot. Wrap it up!
Happy Writing!
WHO IS Kat Flannery?
Kat Flannery’s love of history shows in her novels. She is an avid reader of historical, suspense,
paranormal, and romance. A member of many writing groups, Kat enjoys promoting other
authors on her blog. She’s been published in numerous periodicals throughout her career.
Her debut novel CHASING CLOVERS has been an Amazon bestseller many times. LAKOTA
HONOR and BLOOD CURSE (Branded Trilogy) are Kat’s two award-winning novels and
HAZARDOUS UNIONS is Kat’s first novella. Kat is currently hard at work on her next book.
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Inner Voices
by Katherine Prairie

I’ve heard the advice “find your voice” at almost every writing workshop I’ve attended and
while the concept seemed simple enough, trying to achieve it has been anything but. So today I’d
like to share the three elements that were key to finding my voice: characters, perspective and
style.
First a simple definition of voice: It’s your signature, your way of telling a story. But I think it’s
also that sweet spot where your sentences flow with ease and your characters come to life. If you
find that spot you’re sharing your personality with your readers and your writing will be as
unique as a fingerprint.
I’d suggest that you start with your characters because they tell your story. In our lifetimes we
probably meet thousands of people and no two of the them are exactly the same and your
characters should be unique too. There are many decisions here including gender, profession,
physical appearance, personality and motivations and it can be tough! I’ve heard much advice
about writing what you know, but I believe it’s more important to write about what interests you.
I’m fascinated by science and intrigued by politics and through my geologist Alex Graham, I’m
able to weave these elements into my stories. She’s an interesting character to me, someone I’d
like to know in real life and I look forward to writing more stories about her. Ask yourself what
kind of personalities most interest you. Are you intrigued by the psychology of the criminal mind
or the intellect of the puzzle-solving detective? If you follow your passion, you’ll create
memorable characters and perhaps find a protagonist you love enough to include in another
book.
Next focus on how your characters will tell their story. First person proved the most challenging
for me, but I liked the resulting scenes. Omniscient on the other hand, never really felt right
because of its impersonal nature. But limited third person felt right from the start because my
story flowed effortlessly through each character’s viewpoint.
You might find that you naturally gravitate towards first person, omniscient or third person but
it’s worth exploring each of them fully. A simple change from “she” to “I” can profoundly affect
your scenes and I found that my style, the dialogue, the details – everything shifted as I moved
from one perspective to another. I wrote three complete scenes in each perspective before finally
deciding on third person and even now when I’m having trouble with a particular scene, I’ll
switch to first person because it changes how I see the scene and often identifies the problem.
Once you’ve decided on perspective and characters it all comes down to how you tell your story.
If you allow your characters to guide you, you may find that your style develops naturally. For
example, a hard-boiled detective would tell a story differently than a twelve-year-old girl.
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The nature of your sentences – smooth, choppy, long, short. The kind of language you use –
gritty, soft. The level of description – too many adjectives, too few, too flowery, too blunt. All of
these elements contribute to your unique writing style and you need to find what suits you best.
I’ve found that some of the most interesting authors break the grammar rules, so go ahead and
explore. Don’t get me wrong, your story has to be readable and you should never ignore the good
advice of your editor, but you also don’t need to sound exactly like everyone else.
How you paint a scene or describe a character is equally important. Some authors include few
details while others write long descriptions and especially if you’re a new author, you’ll likely
favour one extreme or the other. Read your favourite authors. Do you skip over the details or
read every word? You probably won’t feel any more comfortable writing loads of description if
you don’t like to read it. But your challenge is to balance your natural writing style against the
reader’s need for detail. Push beyond your comfort zone here and add a little more descriptive
detail as you write, and vice-versa and you may find your answer.
Through characters, perspective and style I finally feel that I’ve found my voice and focusing on
these elements might also work for you. Your voice will evolve over time as your writing
matures – I’ve seen that happen already in my own work – but your overall approach should stay
steady. And if you stay true to your personality, your voice is guaranteed to be unique!
WHO IS Katherine Prairie?
Katherine, a geologist and IT specialist, stepped away from the international petroleum industry
to follow her passion for writing. An avid traveller with an insatiable curiosity, you never know
where you’ll find her next! But most days, she’s in Vancouver, Canada quietly plotting murder
and mayhem under the watchful eye of a cat. She is an award-winning presenter and the author
of the thriller THIRST.
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The Purpose of Subplots
by Carol Balawyder

In my writing, whether it is women’s contemporary fiction or crime genre they both have in
common a subplot which deals with the complexity of domestic relationships – specifically,
relationships between an adult and his/her parent and the dysfunctional behaviors they can get
tied up in.
For example, Getting To Mr. Right looks at how a daughter’s relationship as an adult is
influenced by an emotionally or physically absent father. While researching this subplot I found
a number of clinical studies to be of a valuable resource on the consequences of an absent daddy,
which I have used as foundation for the subplot.
Adding a subplot to the main plot gives depth to the character; the reader gets to know him/her
more intimately.
This, I found to be especially true for a series. How many of us have wanted to read book 2, 3 or
8 of a series not only for the thrill of the story or mystery but also for wanting to know more
about the protagonist’s personal life? Through the intricacies of the subplot readers become
hooked on a series.
Subplots can enrich a novel and add tension. They give insight into a character’s personality and
value system. They propose ground upon which a reader begins to build trust and sympathy for
the character because s/he has a deeper understanding of him/her.
Subplots create a link from one series to the next and, as readers learn more about the characters’
personal lives they begin to care more about them. To treat them as literary friends and
sometimes even become their fans.
In some cases subplots help speed up the pace while in other cases they might serve to provide a
breather to the action of the main plot.
Perhaps most importantly, subplots add to the suspension of disbelief.
I’ll give you an example drawn from my crime novel in progress. The protagonist, a nineteen
year old girl, develops an intense and obsessive relationship with a man she meets on a train; she
is ready to do anything to keep him even if it means leaving her distressed mother, turning her
back on a career opportunity and murder.
Not such a nice girl, you might think, and rightfully so. But the subplot of addiction and its
effects on the entourage supplies a different outlook.
Our nineteen year old protagonist, since very young, has been forced into the role of being
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caretaker to her heroin addicted mother. Research has shown that children who are flung into this
kind of role grow up with a warped sense of self, lack of confidence and mounting frustration.
Thus, the subplot adds credibility to the protagonist’s actions and irrational behavior. Although
we might not condone some of her behavior we can understand. We believe that the protagonist
is capable of doing what she does because of the world she lives in. We willingly suspend our
disbelief.
Finally, as writers we need to make our characters come alive on the pages of our novels.
Subplots are perfect opportunities to do just that.
WHO IS Carol Balawyder?
Carol Balawyder has taught criminology in both Police Technology and Corrections Programs
for 18 years. Her area of expertise is in drug addiction, and she worked in a methadone clinic
with heroin addicts. She is very much interested in the link between drugs and crime and the
devastating effects addiction has on the addict’s entourage. She has published short stories in
The Anthology of Canadian Authors Association, Room Magazine, Entre Les Lignes,
Mindful.org. and Carte Blanche. She regularly writes book reviews on Amazon and Goodreads.
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Location, Location, Location
by Darlene Foster

Jane Austen gave us English country villages, Charles Dickens took us along the streets of
Victorian London, and Lucy Maude Montgomery made us fall in love with Prince Edward
Island. The location of many well-known works of fiction are an important element to each
story. Think of one of your favourite novels, and I am sure a vision of a place comes to mind.
Real estate agents declare the three most important things to selling a property are – location,
location, location. The same applies to writing a story. It doesn´t have to be a real place. In
fantasy, writers create worlds of their own. But it still should feel real. The reader should be able
to picture the place and to feel they are there with the characters, in order to hold their attention.
A skilled author does this by using all the senses and by weaving action and dialogue within the
description. Today’s readers no longer like large chunks of description. Young people in
particular are used to a faster pace and get bored by description quickly.
In my Amanda adventure novels, I start with a location and create a story around it. This may not
work for every writer but it works well for me. Initially, I wanted children to read about places I
had visited that they may not know much about. After writing pages of detailed description, I
came to the conclusion that what I wrote was totally boring and kids wouldn’t read it. I started to
think about what a twelve-year-old would notice and how she would feel in that location. Then I
created a main character and a mystery for her to solve. The adventure developed naturally from
there. I continue to use the same main character, but the location changes in each novel of the
series.
I have learned to pare down descriptions and write about the location using all five senses. I want
the readers to feel the heat as Amanda crosses the desert on a camel, experience the fear as she is
being chased through Gaudi´s buildings in Barcelona, smell the musty underground tunnel at
Windsor castle and taste the sweet gingerbread in Nuremberg.
One of the best compliments I received was from a reader who used to live in the United Arab
Emirates. After she read Amanda in Arabia – The Perfume Flask, she told me she felt like she
was back home. That is what keeps this writer writing!
Whether I am out for a walk or travelling, I take many pictures, not just of regular tourist sites
but of unique things that kids would find interesting. I keep my photo albums close at hand to
refer to while I’m writing. They provide me with great ideas and a visual to help with
descriptions.
As a writer, I am constantly on the lookout for the perfect location, location, location.
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WHO IS Darlene Foster?
Brought up on a ranch in southern Alberta, Darlene Foster dreamt of travelling the world,
meeting interesting people and writing novels. She is the author of the exciting adventure series
featuring spunky 12-year-old Amanda Ross who loves to travel to unique places. Her books
include: Amanda in Arabia – The Perfume Flask, Amanda in Spain – The Girl in The Painting,
Amanda in England – The Missing Novel and Amanda in Alberta – The Writing on the Stone.
Readers of all ages enjoy travelling with Amanda as she unravels one mystery after another.
Darlene and her husband divide their time between the west coast of Canada and Orihuela Costa,
in Spain. She believes everyone is capable of making their dreams come true.
The fifth book in the series, Amanda on The Danube – The Sounds of Music, will be available
October 1, 2016
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Dancing the Sophomore Slump Two-Step
by Susan M. Toy

… or I’m Writing as Fast as I Can!! It’s been four years since I published my first novel in the
Bequia Perspectives series. Four long years. I began writing Island in the Clouds in 2001 with
the intention of eventually writing and publishing a quartet of novels all set on the Caribbean
island of Bequia and involving murder and mystery of some sort or another. So I gave the first
novel that sub-title, suggesting the books that followed would be written from various
perspectives of people living on the island. My cover designer, Jenny Ryan, further sealed the
deal by adding a “1” to the top of the spine of the print edition. There was no going back on my
word.
In 2004, I completed the first draft of One Woman’s Island. 2006 saw the major completion of
Number Three, Tropical Paradox (I wrote this for the Humber School of Creative Writing
program). Number Four in the quartet (working title: Menopausal Mamas) began as a
NaNoWriMo project, but it quickly developed into another novel set on Bequia. 2007 was when
I wrote the bulk of that novel.
I tell you all this, because it’s not for lack of material I haven’t yet published another novel in
this Bequia series.
I just happen to be the Queen of the Procrastinators. Heck! Writing this guest blog post is another
means of procrastinating!! Procrastination is not my only problem, however. It’s what leads me
to procrastinate that I want to address here. After all, it’s not like I’ve just been too lazy to get
that second novel prepared and published. (Well, I have been sort of lazy, but there have been
other mitigating circumstances.)
Over the past four years (I ePublished Island in the Clouds in Feb. 2012) I have promoted myself
and my book, continued promoting other authors through Alberta Books Canada, looked for
and developed new ways for all authors to promote themselves and their books; moved from
Canada back to Bequia; developed the idea behind IslandShorts and ePublished (Oct. 2013)
several short stories by J. Michael Fay and my own novella, That Last Summer.
I created the blog Reading Recommendations (Nov. 2013) and have promoted close to 300
authors from around the world (including Kristina Stanley!) through that site. I have beta-read a
number of author-friends’ manuscripts and helped them prepare for publication. I’ve been
working with a new writer who will be ePublishing a full-length non-fiction book with
photographs through IslandEditions. Bought a trailer in Ontario where I will now spend my
summer months.
I contributed a short story to Tim Baker’s collection, Path of a Bullet, and I’ve written a number
of guest blog posts as well as series of posts on my own blog that have proved to be very
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successful. I even took part in a discussion on self-publishing held at the Calgary Public
Library when I was visiting the city last October. Oh, yeah – and I read A LOT of books! Drank
buckets of coffee. (AND WAS SUCKED INTO THE FACEBOOK VORTEX FROM TIME
TO TIME, OF WHICH I AM SORELY ASHAMED.)
So cut me some slack!
Truth told, though, I’m not being entirely honest with you about the real problem of what’s held
me back from rewriting and publishing that second novel, and I’m here now to confess my sins.
Much of what I mentioned above that has kept me busy during the past four years is indeed busywork … and an excuse on my part. (Whoa! I just went into the kitchen to begin washing dishes
in order to avoid writing about this problem of mine! Housework signifies serious work
avoidance.)
The real problem lies in this being my second book – my sophomore novel. Let’s face it, I have
been extremely lucky and blessed with the response to Island in the Clouds.
Really, only a couple … okay, three, reviews that were less than stellar. The rest, and many
written by readers I didn’t know before publishing, were nothing short of excellent and praising,
and so many of those readers have been asking for another novel about Bequia, because they
enjoyed the first that much. An author can’t ask for anything more!Jenny Ryan has already
designed a cover, and it’s been sitting on my desktop ever since – for inspiration. That was the
reason I placed it there, anyway.
I did receive some feedback about a few aspects of the first novel that have helped me make
changes to the second. I had always intended the second to be written from the perspective of a
different character than Geoff, the narrator in the first, but I’ve also decided to change a number
of the secondary characters who were in the first novel and introduce new ones that are solely
figments of my imagination. (No more “Is this so-and-so?” from readers who know Bequia.)
I spent a lot of time, especially during this past year, recreating characters and adding new
material to the story line. I’m just about finished with that, am finally working on the last
chapter, and will send the entire manuscript on to my editor Rachel Small to have at it. I know
there will be necessary rewrites after that, so my dream date of May 1st for publication has
already faded away. I’ve decided not to make any more promises. This novel will be finished and
published when it’s good and ready!
But all this does not explain my real reason for taking my time. In all honesty, I am downright
scared of the dreaded …
Sophomore Slump!!!
You know, the second novel not living up to the enthusiastic reception of the first, that it’s all
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wrong and readers are going to hate it. My fear has kept me from the keyboard, has caused me to
find other things to do – anything at all! – to avoid finishing and publishing, actually proving that
my fears are true!
So that’s what it’s all about, Alfie. (And Tim and Rachel.) And the more often well-meaning
friends ask, “When will your next novel be published?” the more I dig in my heels on my way to
the computer, do an about-face, and find something else to spend my time on instead. Oh, look!
Another author who needs to be promoted!
This guest blog post for Kristina’s Mystery Mondays was originally intended to be a little shove
in the right direction, to encourage me to finish, because I now had a deadline to meet. When we
discussed my writing something for her blog, I really did believe I’d have One Woman’s Island
published by this date, so my post should have acted as a promotion of the book. Instead, I’m
leaving you, Kristina’s readers, with a link to the first novel (in case they haven’t read it yet) and
a promise that the second novel will be finished and published … soon. I hope. But not before
it’s time.
Reminds me of this old Orson Welles commercial …
But right now I do believe it’s time to make another pot of coffee.
WHO IS Susan M. Toy?
Susan M. Toy has been a bookseller, an award-winning publishers’ sales rep, and is a promoter
of books, authors and reading.
For more information about her published books, click here for Island in the Clouds and here for
That Last Summer.
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Is it Soup Yet?
by James M. Jackson

Well, no. When I agreed with Kristina to write this blog, (thank you so much for the invitation), I
was confident I would have published the next book in the Seamus McCree series. It hasn’t
happened, and I’m quite happy with that because the decision was mine.
By today’s standards, I am a slow writer. There are several reasons for this. Probably the most
important is that writing is only one of the things I enjoy doing. I spend considerable time each
year teaching the game of bridge at my local bridge club. [In fact my first published book was
One Trick at a Time: How to start winning at bridge.] I also teach an online class on self-editing/
revision, and I am the president of the 600-member Guppy Chapter of Sisters in Crime.
But none of those other interests or commitments are why you can’t buy Doubtful Relations
today. You can’t buy it because I don’t think it’s ready.
Readers clamor for authors they enjoy to write more books more quickly. Publishers echo the
demand, even writing faster deadlines into contracts. The once-a-year-release timetable has been
replaced by a nine-month regimen. Many authors now produce two books a year, and many
independent authors produce three or more books a year.
This pressure for more words, more quickly, comes at a time when publishers have pulled back
on the amount of sales and marketing support they provide most of their authors. Now, most
published authors spend a significant amount of time performing tasks that do not directly relate
to writing their next book.
Some authors have always been prolific, producing great quality writing with everything (or
nearly everything) they publish. For these authors, nothing has changed. I read eighty to a
hundred books a year, mostly fiction, and over the past few years, I have discovered many
authors who I once loved cannot produce high-quality manuscripts with these shorter
timeframes.
Storylines become flat, characters become caricatures, plot holes appear. Editors in the past
would have jumped all over these problems, but shortened production schedules don’t leave
enough time for major fixes. Problems are papered over. For big names, this isn’t really much of
a problem: a number one bestseller will obtain huge sales with a mediocre book, or two, or three.
For a less-known author, it could be a death knell.
I teach my students that in revising a manuscript, it is important to give space between the
writing and the rewriting. As a first step, they should try to read their manuscript as if they were
a discerning reader. When I did that with Doubtful Relations, I realized the manuscript contained
two major problems: new readers to the series required a deeper understanding of prior
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relationships than I had provided, and I had not given the reader sufficient understanding of the
motivation of the primary antagonist.
Each problem had a straightforward solution, and had I been forced to turn in a manuscript to
meet an approaching deadline, I could have applied those bandages to an otherwise decent
manuscript. But in thinking about those issues, I realized I could significantly improve the novel
if I tore it apart and addressed certain aspects using a different approach.
I attended a week-long workshop in 2015 run by Donald Maas, and one of the takeaways I have
treasured is that sometimes the best way to fix something is to tear it down to its foundation and
build it back up again. That’s what I am doing with Doubtful Relations.
That’s also the approach I took with my most recent publication, Ant Farm. It started life as my
first written novel. It attracted an agent’s attention and went nowhere. Frankly, it had good
bones, but my writing was not yet mature. The flawed writing should not have earned an agent’s
contract, and I am glad it was not published back in 2010. [I would now be very embarrassed if it
had.] After being consigned to a drawer, I reread it in 2014, tore it down and built it up through a
series of rewrites. When I was done, it won a contract through the Kindle Scout program.
I’m now in the process of building Doubtful Relations back up. I expect it will be available later
this year. You can follow its progress (and the next two in the series that are also in the works)
on my website, or follow me on Facebook or on my Amazon page.
WHO IS James. M Jackson?
James M. Jackson is the author of the Seamus McCree mystery series. ANT FARM, BAD
POLICY, CABIN FEVER, and DOUBTFUL RELATIONS (2016). Jim also published an
acclaimed book on contract bridge, ONE TRICK AT A TIME: How to start winning at bridge, as
well as numerous short stories and essays. He splits his time between the deep woods of
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula and the open spaces of Georgia’s Lowcountry.
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Dreamers, Wishers and Do-ers
By Tracy L. Ward

There are a lot of great writers out there, and I mean A LOT.
I’m not talking about the Dan Browns or Diana Gabaldons of the world. Everyone knows them.
Readers everywhere buy their books and praise their abilities. There’s no question that these Alist authors have made their mark on the book industry. I’m also not talking about the mid-list
authors either. The lesser known, but still lovingly followed, authors who never seem to
disappoint as they produce fabulous books of note and stellar characters we readers want to hear
from again and again.
Today I want to talk about the writers who have never been published. The ones who have never
gotten passed the first few chapters. The writers who have never progressed passed the idea
stage. The dreamers. The wishers. The would-be authors.
As an established writer, I meet people all the time who tell me they have always dreamed of
being an author. They tell me it’s been a dream of theirs since they were a child. They’ve had an
idea in their head for years but have struggled to get it out onto paper.
Recently, I’ve been helping my thirteen year old son, who struggles with writing as well. He’s an
avid reader and is a pretty good speller, but his sentences, his stories, his descriptive writing are
all below his grade level. I’ve noticed how he clams up when we sit down to do his school work.
Suddenly, with a notebook in front of him, his normally chatty self has run out of words. I think
I’ve narrowed down the culprit.
Fear.
Like the would-be authors, my son is afraid of making a mistake. He’s afraid of looking foolish
(perhaps more so because he knows what his mother does for a living). When it comes down to
it, it’s not that he’s run out of words or that he doesn’t know what to say. It’s that nagging fear
that tells him whatever he gets down on the piece of paper will not be good enough or that it will
be wrong somehow. He’s doomed before he starts, so why bother?
Here’s why…A first draft is just that; a draft. Nothing you write is written in stone. Get used to
that doubt. Say hello. Invite it for tea. Snuggle up to it on cold winter nights. It’s not going
anywhere, so you might as well be friends.
Getting through a first draft is UG-LY. It’s like taking a look at a 2000 piece puzzle for the very
first time. What the heck did we get ourselves into? Knowing this from the get-go, I force myself
to write every day, 500 words minimum, until that puppy is D-O-N-E. I push myself forward
even when that nagging doubt chips away at every word. By the time I get to the last paragraph
my first draft resembles my weather-worn “Blankie” from my younger years. It’s misshapen and
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colourless with holes so big you can drive a Mack truck through them. It’s hideous.
So, what’s a girl to do?
Scroll back up to the top and start reading from the very beginning. Fix those sentence
fragments. Erase superfluous characters. Give that antagonist a little more depth. Add a scene,
delete a scene. Do whatever it is your book is telling you to do. None of this can happen without
that first draft though and that’s the truth. It’s an evolutionary process and it’s much easier once
that first draft is done. That first draft is like the frame work of a house. It sort of resembles a
home and there’s still quite a bit more to do, but at least now you know what the main structure
looks like and you can better see what needs your attention.
So if you are a would-be author who’s dreaming of finally getting that idea out, my advice is
stop. Don’t dream. Don’t doubt. Just do.
WHO IS Tracy Ward?
Born in Cambridge, Ontario, Tracy attended a popular arts high school where she received
specialized training in three disciplines; drama, visual arts and vocal music. But it was through
her writing that she garnered the most accolades. Writing school newsletters, scripting plays and
completing countless unpublished full-length novels has helped Tracy Ward define her muse.
After graduation she attended Conestoga College's Journalism-Print program where she was
granted the position of editor of the student newspaper, Spoke. She subsequently went on to
write for the New Hamburg Independent, Wasaga Sun, Alliston Herald and other community
news outlets. While freelancing, she achieved Humber College's School for Writers advanced
Creative Writing Diploma and she now writes creatively full time from her home.
Tracy Ward is currently working on further books in the Peter Ainsley Mystery series. She lives
near Barrie, Ontario with her husband and two children. Her website can be found at
www.gothicmysterywriter.blogspot.ca.
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Chapter 4
Contributing Authors

Thank you to the all the authors who contributed to Mystery Mondays and made this books
possible.
Listed in Alphabetical Order:
Cathy Ace, Judy Alter, Catherine Astolfo, Carol Balawyder, M.H. Callway, Melodie Campbell,
Brenda Chapman, Viv Drewa, Ann Farnsworth, Gloria Ferris, Kat Flannery, Elinor Florence,
Darlene Foster, Barbara Fradkin, Patricia Fry, Donna Galanti, Teagan Riordain Geneviene, Jesse
Giles Christiansen, R.J. Harlick, J.D. Hawkins, James M. Jackson, Debra Purdy Kong, C.S.
Lakin, Rosemary McCracken, Luke, Murphy, Lisa de Nikolits, Jessica Norrie, Michael Phillips,
Katherine Prairie, Amy M. Reade, Garry Ryan, Laurence St. John, Judy Penz Sheluk, Eileen
Schuh, Janice Spina, Cheryl Kaye Tardif, Susan Toy, and Tracy L. Ward.
AND FINALLY WHO IS Kristina Stanley?
Kristina Stanley is the best-selling author of the Stone Mountain Mystery Series. Her first two
novels garnered the attention of prestigious crime writing organizations in Canada and England.
Crime Writers of Canada nominated DESCENT for the Unhanged Arthur award. The Crime
Writers’ Association nominated BLAZE for the Debut Dagger. AVALANCHE is the third book
in the Stone Mountain Mystery Series to be published June 25, 2016. She has sold the German
rights for DESCENT to Luzifer-Verlag.
Her short stories have been published in the Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine and The Voices
From The Valleys anthology. She is also the author of THE AUTHOR’S GUIDE TO SELLING
BOOKS TO NON-BOOKSTORES.
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Before writing her series, Kristina was the director of security, human resources and guest
services at a resort in the depths of the British Columbian mountains. The job and lifestyle
captured her heart, and she decided to write mysteries about life in an isolated resort. While
writing the first four novels, she spent five years living aboard a sailboat in the US and the
Bahamas.
You can find her at www.KrisinaStanley.com and @StanleyKMS. She’d be happy to connect
with you.
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